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Executive Summary
The preliminary design for the RiverLink project stopbanks and associated services relocation have
been carried out for Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) by Opus International
Consultants. The stopbanks are on both banks extending from the Ewen Bridge to about 600m
upstream of the Melling Bridge. Upstream of the Melling Bridge, the new stopbanks on the true
left (eastern) bank will link up with the upgraded Boulcott stopbanks immediately upstream of
Mills Street. On the western (right) bank upstream of the Melling Bridge, a preliminary position
for a stopbank has been designed to allow discussion with the NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) on the
Melling Interchange Indicative Business Case, which will include parts of this area. As part of the
NZTA Melling Interchange project, the Melling Bridge will be replaced. The position and timing of
the replacement Melling Bridge is uncertain at this stage. The preliminary stopbank design
assumes the bridge remains at its current location when the stopbanks are constructed.
The preliminary design of the stopbanks been carried out based on geometric criteria and
constraints developed by Greater Wellington Regional Council as part of the Hutt River Floodplain
Management Plan (HRFMP). These are side slopes of 1V:3.5H and 4m crest. Crest elevations were
provided at 100m river profile locations and inside and outside toe constraints provided in
shapefiles to avoid stopbank encroachment onto adjacent properties. A 5m maintenance strip was
provided along the outer stopbank toelines to allow access for services vehicles and installation of
shallow buried survives services on the outer. Where the stopbanks are adjacent to a road the 5m
maintenance strip is not required.
Where insufficient space is available for the stopbanks without spilling onto adjacent properties,
retaining walls have been allowed for. The walls are typically up to 2.2m high, except at Marsden
Street (up to 2.7m high), Block Road upstream of the Melling Bridge (up to 3.8m high) and Daly
Street where a 5m high mechanically stabilised earth (MSE) wall is being designed by Beca to
facilitate a promenade slab and underling tunnel vehicle service lane. Retaining walls have been
assumed to be MSE structures which generally perform well in areas with high seismicity such as
Lower Hutt. Other types of retaining wall such as reinforced concrete walls can be used if a
different appearance or performance is required.
The ground under the proposed stopbanks is generally river deposits such as gravels and silt
layers. Some liquefaction of sediments is expected in large earthquakes especially where loose
sand and soft silt layers are present. Liquefaction of the ground under the stopbanks could result
in settlements of the stopbanks, cracking and associated lateral spreading movement of the
stopbanks towards the river. The agreed approach with GWRC is to allow for repair of earthquake
damage after large earthquakes. However in certain areas additional strengthening should be
allowed for where consequences are greater. This includes stopbanks in the Wellington Fault
rupture zone on the right bank upstream of Marsden Street and other areas (including Daly Street
where a 5m high MSE wall is being designed by Beca) identified as having a significantly higher
liquefaction potential through site investigations carried out in the detailed design phase.
Ramps have been allowed for where vehicle traffic is required to cross the stopbanks south of
Harvey Norman, at Melling Street and Mills Street on the left bank and at Block Road on the right
bank. A gap has been allowed for in the true right bank upstream of Melling Bridge to allow traffic
to exit SH2 southbound onto Block Road. A provisional flood gate arrangement is also allowed for
at this location to prevent flooding onto SH2. A 4m high river side retaining wall has been allowed
for at this stage at the northern section of the right bank against SH2. During detailed design other
options should be considered for this section of stopbanks. First priority would be to consider a
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combined ramp/stopbank design for this section to reduce the wall height. Another option to be
considered would be the use of a flood wall on the stopbank crest to remove the need for this river
side wall (the only one on the river side of the stopbanks). A flood wall could also be considered as
an alternative to the retaining wall at Marsden Street. This should be investigated through site
investigations on the right bank immediately upstream of the Ewen Bridge.
The stopbank design has assumed that the existing stopbanks will be completely removed with the
new stopbanks constructed from this excavated stopbank material and excavated materials
removed from the river berms as part of the river corridor design, of which it is expected to be
sufficient onsite. However, following detailed geotechnical investigations, there is potential to
include parts of the existing stopbanks in the design profile. This will be looked at in the next stage.
Low permeability fill blanket from imported quarry strippings will be placed on the water side
embankment face and along a section of the foundation interface. Seepage analysis carried out
shows that this composition should met seepage and slope stability requirements.
We have assumed that 85% of the existing stopbanks can be reused in the new stopbanks (with
remainder unsuitable). The sequencing of removal will need to take into account the requirements
for temporary stopbanks to prevent flooding during construction. The sequencing of construction
should allow for optimal relocation of services to minimise services relocation costs and
disruptions.
Cost estimates for the stopbank construction (excluding services relocation) have taken into
account rates from recent stopbank construction projects on the Hutt River and in the wider
Wellington region. An expected estimate of $18M (with a range of minus 20%, plus 30% to allow
for risks and uncertainties) has been assessed. The main risks relate to changes to alignment,
amount of ground improvement and extent of reinforcement required to mitigate seismic damage,
market rates and escalation.
Services authorities’ plans for buried and overhead services have been overlain on the stopbank
footprint to identify services affected by the proposed works. All affected service authorities have
been consulted to understand issues that may affect them, suitable service relocation locations and
costs for relocating services. The 3 Waters services are covered in a separate report by
GHD. Detailed feedback was limited from a number of authorities due to the uncertainty in
locations and timing and location of works, in particular the Melling Bridge replacement which
carries gas, electricity and telecom services.
Most services authorities provided single lump sum figures without detailed breakdowns to
indicate what have been allowed for. Our estimate for the cost of services relocation is $45M but
we have allowed for a range of minus 25% plus 25% on this figure to allow for risks and
uncertainties. The largest costs are for relocation of the Western Hills Trunk sewer (Median of
$8M), stormwater outfalls, pump stations, etc. ($14M), Wellington Electricity services in particular
substations ($10M) and gas (PowerCo) ($7M).
A combined services trench will allow costs savings for services relocation, particularly if the
various utilities can coordinate their inputs. At this stage we consider the cost savings may
provisionally be of the order of 10%. We recommend that a workshop is held with the main
utilities authorites to check their cost assumptions and to facilitate this interaction.
The Marsden Street area is constrained by a protected cemetery, a pump station and substation.
Optimisation of this area may include relocation of the latter two but a significant length of wall is
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likely to be required associated with the realigned roadway. The current estimate is done on the
basis that a new retaining wall will be constructed and the existing pump station will remain.
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Introduction

1.1

RiverLink Project Introduction

1

This technical report, RiverLink Preliminary Design Technical Report for Stopbanks (Report T17/10) presents the preliminary design for the stopbanks and the relocation of required services as
part of RiverLink. RiverLink integrates the overlapping interests of three agencies – Greater
Wellington Regional Council (GWRC), Hutt City Council (HCC) and New Zealand Transport
Agency (NZ Transport Agency) – working in partnership to deliver better flood protection, better
lifestyle and improved transport links for the people of central Lower Hutt. The project area
focuses on the three kilometre section of the Hutt River and its city and State Highway 2 interfaces
between Kennedy-Good Bridge and the Ewen Bridge. For the full composite description of the
design process, influences and its integrated elements of RiverLink refer to RiverLink Preliminary
Design Report (Report T-17/08).

1.2

Role and Background

The role of Opus involves preliminary design of the new stopbanks on both banks of the Hutt River
between the Ewen Bridge and Mills Street on the true left (or eastern) bank, approximately 600 m
upstream (north) of the Melling Bridge. In-river works and river side improvements are to
continue upstream as far as Kennedy Good Bridge as part of the project, but new stopbanks are not
required by GWRC upstream of the locations indicated above, given that there is the newly
constructed Boulcott stopbank on the left bank and on the right, stopbanks are not required north
of the proposed Melling stopbank.
In addition to assessing earthworks quantities and sources, the stopbank design also includes
preliminary design of retaining walls (excluding the proposed retaining wall/tunnel at Daly Street),
at locations where there are space restraints, and ramps that provide access over the stopbanks
between the city and the river.
The stopbank design also includes consideration of the implications of the new stopbanks on
existing underground and above ground services (utilities).
The stopbank design role involves interactions with numerous other work streams, including river
engineering (Damwatch), civil structures (Beca), transport (GHD), 3 Waters (GHD) and
landscaping (Boffa Miskell).
Opus has carried out previous phases of the stopbanks design on behalf of GWRC, including
Construction Sequencing report (Opus, 2013), Concept Design report (Opus, 2014). Opus has also
carried out the design and construction observation phases for the sections of stopbanks upstream
(Hutt/Boulcott Stopbanks – completed in 2014 – Photo 1) and downstream (Ava to Ewen Bridge –
completed in 2008) of the current project.
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Photo 1: The southern end of the upgraded Boulcott stopbank in the foreground is the upstream
end of the current RiverLink project (which will replace the existing smaller stopbank visible in
the distance)

2

Stopbank Design

2.1

Approach & Design Philosophy

2.1.1

Design Criteria

GWRC, through the Hutt River Floodplain Management Plan (HRFMP), has set the following
geometric design criteria for the stopbanks:


Reduced levels of the crest of stopbanks were provided by GWRC. There is an increase of
stopbanks crest reduced levels by approximately 1m, compared to the existing stopbank
crest levels (i.e. from approximately 3m to 4m);



Battered side slopes 3.5 horizontal to 1 vertical;



Crest width 4m;



Inside and outside toe of stopbank locations were provided by GWRC based on river
profiles at 100m intervals;



Outside toe of stopbank to be at least 5m from adjacent property boundary to allow for
maintenance strip to allow for access along toe.

Hydraulic design criteria:
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2800 m3/s standard (rare flood);



Design flood levels were supplied by DHI;



Generally 0.9 m freeboard above computed flood water level;



Transient seepage requirement: exit gradient (landward side) to be less or equal to 0.5.

Slope stability and performance design criteria:


Stopbank slope stability in static conditions:
o FOS ≥ 1.5 for steady state seepage;
o FOS ≥ 1.3 for rapid drawdown;



Stability of stopbank slopes under seismic shaking and normal groundwater condition
(assuming no liquefaction and no flood):
o FOS ≥ 1.1 in a Serviceability Limit State (SLS) event (i.e. 1/25 year return period
earthquake in accordance with NZS1170);
o Acceptable permanent slope displacement in an Ultimate Limit State (ULS) event
(i.e. 1/1000 year return period earthquake in accordance with NZS1170). In this
preliminary design, an acceptable permanent slope displacement of 300mm has
been assumed (considering no liquefaction). The acceptable permanent slope
displacement should be reviewed during detailed design stage after detailed site
investigations.
o It is considered that a strong earthquake is unlikely to occur simultaneously with a
major flood event. Therefore, normal groundwater conditions (i.e. groundwater level
corresponding to normal river level) has been considered in the seismic analysis.



It is assumed in this preliminary design that GWRC will accept the risk of liquefaction
damage to the stopbank and will be prepared to repair the stopbanks following a major
earthquake.

Retaining wall design criteria:


All retaining wall structures should meet the minimum level of acceptable seismic
performance of no collapse in an ULS (1/1000 year) event;



Wall movements due to earthquakes should not affect any major structures / buildings
adjacent to the walls;



Aesthetically pleasant and also not to exacerbate the sense of barrier between the river
and the city centre.

2.1.2

Design Standards and Design References

Relevant design standards for the stopbank and retaining wall design include:
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AS/NZS 1170.0: 2002 Structural design actions - General principles.



NZS 1170.5: 2004 Structural design actions - Part 5: Earthquake actions - New Zealand.

Relevant design references include:


Memorandum prepared for GWRC entitled “Seismic Design Issues for the RiverLink
Stopbanks and Retaining walls” (Opus, 2016). The memorandum presents seismic
performance of stopbanks and retaining walls, post-earthquake repair techniques, seismic
design methodologies, measures to improve performance and recommendations for
stopbank and retaining wall design for the RiverLink project. The seismic design standard
for various sections of stopbanks are given in the memorandum and these have been
accepted by GWRC. The memorandum has been included in Appendix A.



Stopbank Design and Construction Guidelines, Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Guideline
(2014/01).

2.2 Design Elements
2.2.1

Ground Conditions

A desk study of previous geotechnical site investigations and assessment reports for the stopbank
in the Hutt Area has been carried out to develop the geotechnical ground model and to understand
the properties of the existing stopbank materials and the river berm materials, which are
considered as the sources of fill materials for the new stopbank.
The geotechnical reports contains results of site investigations such as boreholes and trial pits
carried out at the existing stopbanks, and results from Ewen Bridge and Melling Bridge
investigations. Based on our review of the geotechnical reports, the stopbanks between Ewen and
500m north of Melling Bridge are generally underlain by the Taita alluvium unit, which comprises
interbeded layers of silty/sandy gravels, silty/gravelly sand and silt. The thickness of the Taita
alluvium varies between 6m and 10m. Underlying the Taita alluvium is the Petone marine silt and
clay. Presence of artesian groundwater was confirmed at the Ewen Bridge, the aquifer also extends
to the north of the Ewen Bridge.
Field permeability tests were carried out at some borehole locations. The test results have been
adopted in the preliminary stopbank design, see Section 2.2.6.

2.2.2

Existing Stopbanks

The existing stopbanks were constructed initially in 1901 to 1903, including a 100m long concrete
flood wall near Ewen Bridge on the left bank. The stopbank fill materials were predominantly
obtained from the Hutt River gravels and sand and were likely compacted by horse-drawn carts.
The crest of the stopbank was raised in 1960/61. In addition, the left bank flood wall was extended
and a new flood wall located upstream of Ewen was added on the right bank in 1960/61.
Compacted overburden quarry stripping (or sometimes called “broken rocks”) of low permeability
were used for raising of the stopbanks.
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Alignment of the New Stopbanks

The alignments of both left-bank and right-bank stopbanks have been developed during
preliminary design. The stopbanks stretch approximately from the Ewen Bridge to about 500m
northeast of the existing Melling Bridge. The plan showing the stopbank alignment has been
included and shown in drawing nos. RiverLink-SB-DWG-4001-4009_REV-A.
Three-dimensional modelling of the stopbanks has been carried out using 12D software to obtain
the stopbank geometry, and interface details with existing ground levels and to determine material
quantities.
Features of the stopbanks include:
i) An integrated Mechanically Stabilised Earth (MSE) wall and a new promenade at Daly
Street (approx. SL034060 to SL0390) on the left bank. Note that the MSE wall and
promenade are being designed by Beca;
ii) New access ramps for vehicle traffic to cross the stopbanks south of Harvey Norman, at
Melling Street and Mills Street (approx. SL0490) on the left bank;
iii) A new assess ramp at Block Road (approx. SR0420) on the right bank;
iv) A flood gate arrangement (at approx. SR0450) on the right bank;
v) Requirement based on required river design to significantly realign Marsden Street (at
approximately SR0330 and SR0350 on the right bank), with space constraints for the
stopbanks requiring significant retaining walls due to the presence of the protected Bridge
Street Cemetery to the west and a substation and pump station to the east. The realignment
of Marsden Road is being designed by GHD; and
vi) The consideration of a new Melling Interchange and associated ramps and structures and
new Melling Bridge across the Hutt River. Several options of the Melling Interchange are
being evaluated by the NZ Transport Agency. The current stopbank design assumes that the
interchange will not yet be constructed and the current bridge location will remain when
the stopbanks are constructed. Hence the stopbanks on both banks will discontinue at the
location of the existing Melling Bridge (between SL0430 [left bank] / SR0430 [right bank]
and SL0440 [left bank] / SR0440 [right bank]).

2.2.4

Composition of Stopbanks

The new stopbanks will comprise two main types of fill:
 Type A: low permeability fill blanket (e.g. imported quarry strippings) placed on the water
side embankment face and along a section of the foundation interface. This is to reduce the
hydraulic gradient through the stopbanks and increases the seepage path length beneath
the stopbanks.
 Type B: Conventional engineering fill which will form core of the stopbanks. The
engineering fill will be comprise compacted river berm materials and suitable materials
from the existing stopbanks.
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Topsoil of 150mm thick will be placed over the stopbank slope faces to encourage grass growth.
Typical cross sections of the stopbanks for different scenarios are shown in Illustrations 1 to 3
(views looking downstream).

Illustration 1: Typical cross section of the standard new stopbanks on Left Bank (looking
downstream)
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(Inclusion of geogrid reinforcement within stopbank)

Illustration 2: Cross section of the new stopbank at Marsden Street on Right Bank (looking
downstream)

Illustration 3: Cross section of the new stopbank at Daly Street on Left Bank (looking
downstream)

2.2.5

Sources of Fill for the New Stopbanks

In order to maximise the use of on-site materials, the preliminary stopbank design has assumed
that the core of the new stopbanks will be made of materials obtained from (i) removal of the
existing stopbank and/or (ii) the surplus river berm silty gravels from earthworks required within
the RiverLink Project.
We have assumed that the entire existing stopbanks will be removed. However, following detailed
geotechnical investigations, there is potential to include parts of the existing stopbanks in the
design profile. This should be looked at in the design stage.
Since most of the existing stopbank materials originated from either the river berm/channel or
imported quarry overburden, it is considered that based on past experience with the Boulcott and
Strand Park stopbank projects most materials should be suitable to be re-used for the new
stopbank. In the preliminary design, we have conservatively assumed 15% wastage of the existing
stopbank materials to take into account presence of any unsuitable materials such as contaminated
soils (e.g. from construction waste) and organic / soft soils and re-use of the remaining 85%
materials for the new stopbank.
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The stretch of Hutt River within the RiverLink Project area will be re-engineered for flood
protection. It is understood that there will be surplus materials from the river channel and river
berm as a result of the river re-engineering work. The surplus river gravels excavated from the
channel are relatively permeable when compacted and are available to be used as toe drain material
for the stopbank. The surplus river berm silty gravels are available to be used as fill materials for
the core of the new stopbank. Preliminary estimates from the river engineering consultant indicate
that there is likely to be more than enough suitable fill material for constructing the core of the
stopbanks.

2.2.6

Transient Seepage Analysis

Transient seepage analysis using the finite element software SEEP/W has been carried out at
typical cross sections SL0340 (left bank), SL0390 (left bank), SL0450 (left bank) and SR0330
(right bank) to ensure compliance of the stopbanks to the seepage design criteria.
In the analysis, we have adopted the design flood levels provided by DHI for the 2,800m3/s flood
event. In addition, a freeboard of 0.9m is included.
Permeability properties of the stopbank foundation soils have been determined based on the
downhole permeability test results provided in the Tonkin & Taylor geotechnical report (1991).
The test results indicate that the permeability of foundation soils typically range between 1x10-4
m3/s and 1x10-6 m3/s. We have assumed permeabilities of 1x10-4 m3/s to 1x10-5 m3/s for the
foundation soils in the preliminary stopbank design.
The results of the transient analysis indicate that for most of the cases, the phreatic surface would
remain well below the landward toe of the stopbank. Hence, no seepage is expected on the
landside of the stopbanks. For some cases, the analysis results shows only limited seepage into the
landward face of the stopbank and the seepage is well within the design criteria (Section 2.1).
Typical output of the seepage analysis are shown in Illustrations 4 and 5.

Illustration 4: Typical output of seepage analysis.
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Illustration 5: Typical output of seepage analysis.

2.2.7

Slope Stability Analysis

Analysis of the stability of the stopbanks has been carried out using SLOPE/W software at typical
cross sections SL0340 (left bank), SL0390 (left bank), SL0450 (left bank) and SR0330 (right bank)
to check compliance of the stopbanks to the stability design criteria.
The design parameters of material strengths adopted in the analysis are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 – Soil strength parameters used in the slope stability analysis
Material
Type
Foundation
Materials
(in-situ soils)

Stopbank
Materials

Description

Unit
Weight,
(kN/m3)

Cohesion
(kPa)

Silty sands (River sands)

19

2

30

19

2

35

19
15
16

0
10
2

35
25
30

17

5

30

19

2

35

Silty gravels (River
gravels)
Gravel
Silty Clay
Sandy Silt
Low permeability quarry
stripping materials
Stopbank core –
compacted engineering
fill from existing
stopbank and river berm

Angle of
Friction (0)

The analysis has considered a number of design conditions:


Normal static condition;



Rapid drawdown condition - potential for slope failure after a rapid draw down from the
design peak flood level;
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Seismic conditions - stability of stopbank slopes under seismic shaking and normal
groundwater condition (assuming no liquefaction and no flood):
i) Serviceability Limit State (SLS) event (i.e. 1/25 year return period earthquake)
ii) Ultimate Limit State (ULS) event (i.e. 1/1000 year return period earthquake)

All the calculated Factors of Safety against failure and seismic permanent displacements meet the
design criteria (Section 2.1).
The results of the analysis indicate that the Factors of Safety against instability are well above the
design criteria for all design scenarios. Under normal static condition, the slope stability Factors of
Safety are greater than 2.0 for all cases. Under rapid drawdown condition, the slope stability
Factors of Safety are greater than 1.5 for all cases.
Under seismic conditions (assuming no liquefaction and no flood), the slope stability Factor of
Safety is greater than 1.3 in an SLS event and the assessed permanent displacements are in the
order of 50 mm to 150 mm in an ULS event based on the method suggested by Ambrassey and
Srbulov (1995) and assuming 84%-ile likelihood of occurrence. The results are based on the
assumption that liquefaction and strength loss in the foundation material beneath the stopbank
and in the river berm would not occur. However, liquefaction in a large earthquake may result in
larger deformation due to lateral spreading. The seismic performance of stopbanks including
liquefaction is discussed in detail in Section 2.2.7.
Typical output of the slope stability analysis are shown in Illustrations 6 and 7.

Illustration 6: Typical output of slope stability analysis (normal static condition)
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Illustration 7: Typical output of slope stability analysis (SLS seismic condition)

2.2.8

Seismic Performance of Stopbanks

Stopbanks are subject to deformation in large earthquakes due to ground shaking, liquefactioninduced settlement and lateral spreading and fault line rupture. Associated risks and risk
mitigation options are described in detail in a memorandum prepared for Great Wellington as part
of the RiverLink project (Opus, 2016) which is included in Appendix A.
Our slope stability analysis indicates that the stopbanks will experience limited permanent
displacement (<150mm) due to ground shaking during an ULS earthquake. However, this only
applies to the locations where there is no potential for liquefaction.
A regional liquefaction hazard study (WRC, 1993) indicated variable (low to high) potential for
liquefaction within the extent of the RiverLink Project in a major earthquake. The seismic
performance of stopbank and MSE walls memo (Opus, 2016) indicates substantial damage of
stopbanks could be expected due to liquefaction. Onset of liquefaction is expected in earthquakes
with return periods of 1/200 to 1/250 years.
Liquefaction of gravels and sands with some silt layers below the groundwater table could result in
subsidence of the ground surface. The strength of liquefied soil layers would be decreased and this
would lead to instability and lateral spreading of the stopbanks and river berms. The extent of
lateral spreading due to liquefaction is uncertain but may be in the order of 100’s of millimetres to
a few metres and would be sufficient to damage the stopbanks over a considerable length.
Additionally, a significant portion of the true right stopbanks which is upstream of Marsden Street
to the northern end of the stopbanks on the true right bank (SR0370 to SR0480) is situated within
the primary rupture zone of the Wellington Fault. Large ground displacements can be expected if
the fault ruptures (Opus, 2016).Therefore the risk of earthquake-induced damage to the stopbank
within the fault rupture zone are likely to be more severe compared to the rest of the stopbank
outside the rupture zone.

2.2.9

Recommendations to Improve Resilience of Stopbanks

The cost of liquefaction mitigation measures (such as ground improvement) is relatively high and
hence mitigation to remove the risk of liquefaction may not be economically justified. Given that
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the earthen stopbanks can be repaired relatively easily, quickly and cost-effectively, the risk of
flooding prior to post-earthquake remedial measures being put in place may only be moderate.
Therefore it may be appropriate that Wellington Regional Council accept the risk of liquefaction
and manage it by contingency planning. Such plans should include stopbank inspection after a
major earthquake and repair of damaged sections, as appropriate.
In the section of the true right stopbank which is located within the primary fault rupture zone
(approximately right bank SR0370 to SR0480), the inclusion of geogrid reinforcement within the
stopbank would improve the seismic performance in the event of fault rupture through this section
of the stopbank. It is estimated that the inclusion of geogrid will require an additional cost of
$1.15M for the reach of stopbank (right bank) between SR03070 and SR04800.

2.2.10

Retaining Walls

Retaining walls will be required in the stopbank toes at locations where stopbank footprint would
be limited due to space constraints (e.g. to avoid encroaching into the streets or private properties
in the city centre). The promenade retaining wall (likely to be an MSE wall) at Daly Street is within
the scope of structural design by Beca.
The locations of retaining walls under the scope of stopbank design, the respective wall length and
maximum wall height required are shown in Table 2. The locations of retaining walls are also
shown in drawing nos. RiverLink-SB-DWG-4001-4009_REV-A.
Table 2: Locations of required retaining walls, wall lengths and maximum wall heights
Approx. Wall Length
(m)

Maximum Wall Height
(m)

260

2.7

Downstream from Block Road:
Right Bank - SR039020 to
SR039090 (landside)

70

1.2

Downstream from Block Road:
Right Bank - SR041020 to
SR041060 (landside)

40

0.5

Block Road, upstream from
Melling Bridge:
Right Bank - SR046080 to
SR48080 (riverside)

240

3.8 (See Note 1)

High Street:
Left Bank - SL0330 to SL034020
(landside)

130

2.2

Daly Street:
Left Bank - SL034060 to
SL0390(landside)

400

5.0

Location
Marsden Street:
Right Bank - SR03140 to SR03420
(landside)
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Approx. Wall Length
(m)

Maximum Wall Height
(m)

100

1.3

Note that the MSE wall are being
designed by Beca
Between Daly Street and
Rutherford Street, immediately
upstream from Melling Bridge:
Left Bank - SL0440 to SL0450
(landside)

Note 1: This section of the stopbank design has to be reviewed during detailed design. First priority would be
to consider a combined ramp/stopbank design for this section to reduce the wall height. Another option to be
considered would be the use of a flood wall on the stopbank crest to remove the need for this river side wall
(the only one on the river side of the stopbanks).

It is evident from past earthquakes in New Zealand and other countries that different types of
retaining walls perform differently in earthquakes. Due to their ability to stretch and accommodate
slight movements, flexible walls (such as Mechanically Stabilised Earth (MSE) walls and timber
pole walls) tend to perform better in a large earthquake and suffer less damage than rigid walls
(such as masonry or concrete gravity or cantilever walls). Hence, flexible or semi-rigid walls are
recommended at the toe of the stopbanks. Comparison of various wall options is discussed in
Section 2.3.
The retaining walls should meet the minimum seismic design criteria of no collapse (creating risk
to life) during an ULS (1/1000 year return period) event. Ground improvement and basal geogrid /
high-strength geotextile reinforcement may be required for walls founded on ground which is
prone to liquefaction to prevent collapse. Onset of liquefaction is predicted to occur in earthquakes
of 1/200 to 1/250 year return periods.
Stepped or terraced walls may be considered in the detailed design for walls of considerable height
which may otherwise create a negative visual impact. GWRC has indicated a preferable height of up
to 1.2m for each wall terrace.
Some of the retaining walls identified in this preliminary design are relatively low (less than 0.5 m
in height). It is considered that these low walls could be eliminated by slightly steepening the
stopbank side slope without compromising the stopbank seepage performance, slope stability and
maintenance requirements (e.g. mowing). This will increase resilience and reduce construction cost
and maintenance requirements. We recommend this approach be considered during the detailed
design stage.
Alternative forms of retaining walls may also be considered during the detailed design stage the
following two locations:


upstream from the Melling Bridge (Right Bank - SR046070 to SR48070)



Marsden Street (Right Bank - SR0310 to SR0330)

The current design involves a retaining wall of up to 4m height to be constructed on the riverside of
the true right stopbank from SR046070 to SR48070, upstream from the Melling Bridge. This
section of the stopbank design has to be reviewed during detailed design. First priority would be to
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consider a combined ramp/stopbank design for this section to reduce the wall height. Another
option to be considered would be the use of a flood wall on the stopbank crest to remove the need
for this river side wall (the only one on the river side of the stopbanks). Since the wall is located on
the riverside of the stopbanks, there is a high risk of scour which would cause substantial wall
settlement and damage to the wall over time. We therefore recommend an alternative design
involving a small flood wall to be built on top of the existing stopbank be considered; this would
need to be carried out in conjunction with the proposed Melling Interchange design. Similar design
concept has been used for the Ava-Boulcott stopbank, see Illustration 8.
Similarly, the flood wall concept may be considered for the section from approximately SR0310 to
SR0330 (about 200m in length) of the right bank at Marsden Street.

Illustration 8: Example of flood wall used in Hutt/Boulcott stopbank

2.2.11

Additional Geotechnical Site Investigations

We propose additional geotechnical site investigations to be carried out to provide information on
the ground conditions for the detailed design of stopbanks and retaining walls. In particular, the
investigations can provide valuable understanding of the geology in the Wellington Fault rupture
zone on the right bank and help optimise the design of stopbanks in the area.
The types of site investigations will comprise boreholes, Cone Penetrometer Tests (CPTs), trial pits,
fault trenches, geophysics and engineering geological mapping of the fault rupture zone.

2.3 Retaining Wall Options
In this preliminary design, we have identified several wall options which are suitable for the
RiverLink stopbanks. It is expected that site investigations and geotechnical assessment will be
carried out at each wall sites during detailed design stage and the most appropriate type of wall will
be determined and designed for subsequently.
The following wall options are considered to be appropriate for the RiverLink stopbanks:
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Option 1: Mechanically stabilised earth (MSE) wall with green facing (e.g.
Terramesh/Duramesh Green). This is a kind of MSE wall with a vegetated wall face which
employs geosynthetic (geogrid or geotextile) reinforcement that is connected to a prefabricated steel mesh to create a reinforced soil mass. The reinforcement is placed in
horizontal layers between successive layers of granular soil backfill. See Photos 2 & 3 and
Illustration 9.

Photo 2: Example of MSE walls - Terramesh Green MSE wall (before growth of vegetation)
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Photo 3: Example of MSE walls - Terramesh Green MSE wall (same wall as above, after growth
of vegetation)

Illustration 9: Typical Cross Section of a Terramesh Green MSE wall.



Option 2: MSE wall with hard facing (e.g. gabion facing, Terramesh / Duramesh with
rockfill in the front). This option is similar to Option 2 but with a hard facing such as rock
fills or concrete panels. See Photo 4 and Illustration 10.
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Photo 4: Example of MSE walls – Duramesh MSE wall with a rock-filled facing

Illustration 10: Typical Cross Section of a Terramesh MSE wall with a rock-filled facing.
Option 3: Timber pole walls. A timber pole wall consists of soldier piles and lagging. It is a nongravity cantilevered wall which derives lateral resistance and moment capacity through
embedment of vertical wall elements (soldier piles). The soil behind the wall is retained by lagging.
The vertical elements may be drilled or driven steel or concrete piles. While timber pole wall may
be an option for consideration, the design life of walls made of treated timber is typically 50 years
and the design life of the new stopbanks is 100 years. See Photos 5 & 6 and Illustration 11.
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Photo 5: Example of timber pole walls – a timber pole wall supporting an embankment by a local
road.

Photo 6: Example of timber pole walls - Low timber wall on Block Road
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Illustration 11: Typical Cross Section of a timber pole wall.


Option 4: Reinforced concrete walls. This type of wall consists of a steel-reinforced concrete
wall stem and base slab connected to form the shape of an “L”. These walls rely on selfweight plus the weight of soil above the base slab to resist overturning and sliding due to
lateral stresses of the retained soil behind the wall. See Photos 7 & 8 and Illustration 12.

Photo 7: Reinforced concrete wall at Boulcott stopbank (Transpower substation)
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Photo 8: Reinforced concrete wall at Boulcott stopbank

Illustration 12: Typical Cross Section of a reinforced concrete wall.
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A comparison of the walls options is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Comparison of retaining wall options
Wall Option

MSE wall with
green facing
(e.g. Terramesh
Green)

MSE wall with
hard facing (e.g.
gabion facing or
Terramesh /
Duramesh filled
with rocks in the
front)

Timber Pole
Wall

Reinforced
Concrete Wall
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Advantages

Disadvantages

- Wall is flexible and can
accommodate some seismic
displacement
- Simple to construct
- The rocks used for the facing are
natural to the environment
- Less labour-intensive than MSE
wall with hard facing

- Mowing will be required for the
sub-vertical green vegetated facing.
- Wire mesh is susceptible to
corrosion.
- Some deformations and bulging of
wall face may show a few years
after construction.
- Requires base width relative to
wall height.

- Wall is flexible and can
accommodate some seismic
displacement
- Low maintenance – no mowing
required
- Simple to construct
- The rocks used for the facing are
natural to the environment
-

- Some deformations and bulging of
wall face may show a few years
after construction.
-Requires base width relative to wall
height.
- Wire mesh is susceptible to
corrosion.
- Rock-filled facing is labourintensive.

- Stiff wall system- allows some
displacement
- Intermediate performance
between flexible and rigid wall
- Quick and easy to construct
- No long-term settlement /
bulging and corrosion issues as
for MSE walls.
- Low maintenance
- Timber is natural to the
environment

- Durability – the design life of
timber pole wall is typically 50
years, compared to the 100-year
design life of the new stopbank.
- Cantilever pole wall is limited to
low wall height. May require tieback anchors for wall heights more
than 2m.
- Requires substantial pile
embedment if poor material is
encountered.

- Durable in many environments
- Undergo less lateral
displacement
- Less maintenance
- Concrete can meet aesthetic
requirements

- Semi-rigid wall which performs not
as good as the other wall types in
an earthquake.
- Costs more than other walls.
- Deep foundation support or ground
improvement may be necessary if
founded on weak or marginal soils.
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2.4 Interaction
2.4.1

Workshops

Design workshops were held at project inception, and throughout the design process. Progress on
development of stopbank footprint, materials and services information was presented to the wider
team at workshops held at 10%, 60% and 90% progress.
In May 2017 a Value Engineering workshop was held to identify components where value
engineering could be used to improve the project or reduce costs. The current report incorporates
some items identified in that workshop at the request of Greater Wellignton eg. shared services
trench.

2.4.2

Other interactions during design process

In addition to the design workshops, the following interactions with designers of other design
disciplines have been carried out:


Interactions with Damwatch on estimated quantity of materials from berms and river
channels potentially available for the construction of the stopbank core and toe drains
respectively.



Interaction with DHI. DHI has provided design flood levels.



Interactions with MWH & Damwater on suitability of surplus river berm and river channel
materials to be used as fill materials for the NZTA Melling Interchange Indicative Business
Case.



Interaction with Beca on the interface of the new stopbank and MSE wall at Daly Street.



Interaction with Boffa, Beca and GWRC to discuss the implications of and measures for
planting on the new stopbanks.



Interaction with GHD to discuss potential conflicts of the new stopbank with the existing
substation and stormwater pump station at Marsden Street.

2.5 Cost Estimates
Preliminary cost estimates have been prepared for the construction of stopbanks including
retaining walls and services relocation. In addition, geotechnical site investigations and
engineering services including detailed design and documentation, input for resource consent and
input during construction such as contract management and site monitoring observations have
been included in the cost estimates. The estimate has been compiled using information from:


The drawings defining the works have been used to generate quantities using the 3-D model
in 12d.



The earthworks and other costs have in general been prepared based on rates from the
previous contracts with an allowance for escalation.

The cost estimates are included in Appendix B.
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An expected estimate of $18M (with a range of minus 20%, plus 30% to allow for risks and
uncertainties) has been assessed.
The costs have been broken down into the four Reaches to assist understanding where the costs lie.
A number of aspects have been kept as lump sum across the project including P&G and fees.

2.6 Assumptions/Risks/Actions
2.6.1

Assumptions

In this preliminary stopbank design, it was assumed that:
1. All existing stopbanks along the new stopbank alignments on both sides of the river will be
removed.
2. 85% of the existing stopbank materials will be suitable to be used as fill materials for the
new stopbanks (i.e. 15% of wastage of the excavated existing stopbank materials will be
disposed off-site).
3. The new stopbank fill materials will be originated from the existing stopbanks and river
berm materials from the river engineering works.
4. Temporary stopbank will be formed during construction. In case of any flooding, it has been
assumed that GWRC will take out insurance for any flood damage with the excess met by
the Contractor in the event of a flood below the threshold value.
5. GWRC will accept the risk of liquefaction damage to the stopbank and will be prepared to
repair the stopbanks following a major earthquake.
6. Geogrid reinforcement will be included within the section of the true right stopbank which
is located within the primary fault rupture zone (approximately right bank SR0370 to
SR0480) to improve the seismic performance in the event of fault rupture.
7. Additional geotechnical site investigations will be carried out in the next phase to provide
information on the ground conditions for the detailed design of stopbanks and retaining
walls.

2.6.2

Risk Registers

A risk register of the stopbank design and construction are summarised in Table 4.
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Table 4 – Risk Register – Stopbanks (excluding services relocations)
Item Risk Description
No.

Cause

Consequence

1

GWRC’s considerations /
decisions.

Change (increase/decrease)
in construction cost

Change of stopbank alignment
and/or extent

Alternative design using flood
wall to eliminate stopbanks
(e.g. upstream end of the
right bank stopbanks)
2

Uncertainty in the amount of
strengthening (e.g. geogrid
reinforcement) / ground
improvement required for
stopbanks

Uncertainty in ground
conditions (e.g. fault location
and soil strengths) due lack
of geotechnical investigations
and assessment.

Change (increase/decrease)
in construction cost
(Provisional $1.14M has
been included in the
estimate to allow for
inclusion of geogrid on the
right bank within fault
rupture zone).

3

Uncertainty in the amount of
ground improvement required
at wall sites to ensure no
collapse (no threat to life) due
liquefaction.

The potential for and extent
of liquefiable ground is
uncertain due to lack of
geotechnical investigations
and assessment.

Change (increase/decrease)
in construction cost
(Provisional sum of
$500,000 has been
included in the estimate for
ground improvement at
wall sites).

Wall type(s) and wall
location/extent have not been
confirmed.
4

Change in material
compositions of the stopbank

Variable ground and
groundwater conditions will
cause changes in the
compositions of the
stopbank. Compositions
won’t be confirmed until site
investigations and
geotechnical assessment are
carried out in detailed design
stage.

Change (increase/decrease)
in construction cost due to
the change in the amount of
low permeability quarry
strippings/river berm
materials required

5

Uncertainty of material
suitability (assumption of 85%
suitability of the existing
stopbank material is
uncertain)

Lack of site investigations.

Change in the amount of cut
to waste materials.
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7

Flooding during stopbank
construction

Change in wall/stopbank
design at Marsden Street

Heavy rainfall after removal
of the existing stopbanks and
before construction of the
new stopbanks.

Temporary stopbank will be
required during
construction.

Potential conflicts between
stopbank/retaining wall and
pump station/substation.

Change in wall/stopbank
design.

Alternative flood wall option
to be considered.
8

9
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In case of any flooding, it
has been assumed that
GWRC will take out
insurance for any flood
damage with the excess met
by the Contractor in the
event of a flood below the
threshold value. The level
of flood set as a trigger
point will need to be set
with input from GWRC and
based on previous stopbank
contracts (e.g.
Hutt/Boulcott stopbanks).

Change (increase/decrease)
in construction cost.

Change in wall design
upstream of the Melling
Bridge (wall on the riverside)

Alternative flood wall option
which is more resilient and
cost effective than the current
design is recommended to be
considered.

Change in wall/stopbank
design.

Location of access ramps and
floodgate may change

Locations to be confirmed
during detailed design.

Changes in stopbank
alignment / geometry.

Change (increase/decrease)
in construction cost.

Change in construction cost.
10

Melling Interchange location
not yet confirmed.

NZTA has not confirmed the
location of the Melling
Interchange, which is still in
concept design stage.

This may cause changes in
stopbank alignment /
geometry. Change in
construction cost.

11

Removal of remaining
building foundations prior to
stopbank construction.

It is unknown at this stage
whether there are remaining
building foundations after
demolition of buildings
within the stopbank
footprint.

Change (increase/decrease)
in construction cost
(allowance of $2.6M has
been included in the
estimate).
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Services Relocation

3.1

Approach

26

At an early stage all services plans were obtained through the ‘before you dig’ request service.
The services were entered by Opus into GIS to allow these to be superimposed on the project
stopbank design position (Drawings Nos. RiverLink-SB-DWG-4020-4038_REV-D). This enabled
an identification of the services that were likely to be affected by the new stopbank positions.
Meetings were arranged with all services authorities to discuss issues and obtain an indication of
costs for relocations. Initial contact was made by Greater Wellington Regional Council (Steve
Kamo) with meetings attended by Opus staff.
The approach to the services relocation has been to ensure that all service providers are reasonably
satisfied that their assets can be relocated. Service providers have been consulted in order to
understand the flexibility available when making a judgement on their services relocations.
A range of general costing and technical information has been supplied by the individual service
providers through communication at meetings. The type of information supplied has ranged from a
general meterage rate to a general overall figure. Most often the information has highlighted
particular areas of concern. No detailed proposed routing was received and only a small number of
detailed cost breakdowns.
Greater Wellington Regional Council require the provision of a 5m wide service strip beyond the
land side toe of the stopbank, wherever possible. This will allow for service vehicles to access the
stopbank toe (eg. mowers) and the relocation of shallow existing services and be available for those
services that may be required in the future. Where an existing road runs alongside the stopbank toe
the 5m services strip is not required by GWRC and the services are expected to be laid in the road
corridor (pavement).
Service providers have been supplied with overview plans and shapefiles of the preliminary
stopbank footprint position to allow them to understand the likely effects of the stopbank on their
networks. This has enabled them to form a preliminary view on the likely services location.
Drawings showing the proposed stopbank and the existing services have been produced (Drawings
Nos. RiverLink-SB-DWG-4020-4038_REV-D). A plan has also been produced indicating areas
that the service providers have highlighted as presenting significant relocation issues (RiverLinkSB-DWG-SK040). No plans could be made showing proposed service routes or positions due to
lack of service provider guidance.

3.2 Design Elements
The following service providers, based upon a GIS based services search, were contacted for input
on the relocation of their services:





Chorus Ltd (Telecommunications)
Wellington Water (Water)
Wellington Water (Wastewater)
Wellington Water (Storm water)
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Wastewater (Western Hills Main Sewer)
Powerco Ltd (Gas)
Vodafone NZ Ltd (Telecommunications)
Wellington Electricity Lines Ltd (Electricity)
Hutt City Council (Fibre & CCTV)
Land Information New Zealand (LINZ)

The service providers have been asked to provide a preliminary estimate to cover the most likely
position of their future services. It has proved difficult to get a commitment from them as there the
project is only at a very preliminary stage. It is important to understand that the service providers,
responses represent only a high level assessment.
The responses from the service providers have highlighted a number of “hot spot” areas that have
recurring themes regarding relocation difficulties: Daly Street, Melling Bridge and Interchange,
Pharazyn Street, Marsden Street realignment. Drawing no. RiverLink-SB-DWG-SK040 shows a
plan highlighting these areas.
Daly Street: This area is to be redeveloped with a high level walkway. The stopbank wall and
service road structure is very likely to disrupt the ability to access services and may reduce the
ability to provide services in this area.
Melling Bridge: There is a significant uncertainty in terms of the replacement sequence of the
Melling Bridge. A number of significant services are currently on the bridge and maintaining the
service through the construction project would be greatly assisted by keeping the existing bridge
operational.
It has been assumed that the current bridge will remain in operation until new services can be
relocated onto the replacement bridge and therefore the current preliminary estimate does not
include temporary service arrangements.
Pharazyn Street: There are a large quantity of properties that are earmarked for removal. This
will entail a number of service terminations. The movement of the Melling station will also affect
further service relocation costs but this has not been included in the estimate.
Marsden Street: The realignment of Marsden Street entails a shift of most of the service
providers. A service strip in the new pavement is envisaged that would provide a new location.
There is a pinch point between the cemetery and the proposed stopbank that limits the position of
the new road. This pinch point in the road coincides with valuable service assets (Electricity
substation and Stormwater pumping station) and modification of the stopbank structure is
proposed at this point.

3.2.1

Chorus Ltd (Telecommunications)

Indicative costs were received relating to the relocation of the Chorus assets, which mainly consist
of buried cables. No costs rates per metre were given but rather an overall cost and an indication of
the issues that would present relocation difficulties.
Pharazyn Street: The eastern side has a large number of properties due for removal. The
assumption has been that the properties would have their services terminated with the main
network remaining in place in the road.
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Marsden Street: The network at Marsden Street is fed from two directions. The proposal at this
point is to terminate the services at the points where the road realignment work begins. This would
mean there would be no replacement cable but rather a shortened feed from both directions.
Melling Bridge: Work associated with the Melling Bridge has many uncertainties associated with
it. The assumption is that the Melling Bridge is to be replaced, however the bridge currently carries
a 312 fibre (the largest in the area) and therefore the timing of any bridge replacement is critical to
the relocation costs. The cost within the report represents that of the most expensive bridge
position but without temporary arrangements. A new bridge position would simplify the
continuation of fibre services.
Eastern Bank Northern Section: There are small amounts of cable in the stopbank footprint
near Rutherford Street, which represent only a small relative cost.
Daly Street: There are small amounts of cable serving a few properties and the movement of these
services is not expected to cause significant issues.

3.2.2

Stormwater (GHD for Hutt City Council)

The relocation costs for storm water are included within the GHD report titled “Riverlink Project
and Hutt City Council Stormwater, Wastewater and Water Services, March 2017”.
Water (GHD for Hutt City Council)
The relocation costs for water mains are included within the GHD report titled “Riverlink Project
and Hutt City Council Stormwater, Wastewater and Water Services, March 2017”.
Wastewater (GHD for Hutt City Council)
The relocation costs for wastewater are included within the GHD report titled “Riverlink Project
and Hutt City Council Stormwater, Wastewater and Water Services, March 2017”.
Western Hills Main Sewer (WHMS) Trunk Sewer:
The WHMS trunk sewer is located within the western river berm and runs for 1.5km within the
stopbank replacement area but for 1.8km within the river berm altogether. A report (Western Hills
Main Sewer Relocation – Cost Estimate Review Jan 2017) has been produced by MWH to
understand the costs associated with the sewer’s relocation.
The estimated most likely cost for the relocation of the 1.8km section of the 11km WHMS is $8.2M.
The proposed new route is along Pharazyn Street, Marsden Street and Tama Street, terminating at
the intersection of Tama Street and Mudie Street. An important consideration is the crossing at
Ewen Bridge (Railway Avenue).

3.2.3

Powerco (Gas)

A fixed cost estimate was received based on an understanding of the areas affected by the proposed
stopbank footprint. No cost rates per metre and no indications of proposed relocated routes were
received. The Powerco assets affected by the stopbank are the buried gas pipes.
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Melling Bridge: The gas network consists of major mains crossing the Melling Bridge that are
used in the transfer of gas supplies between the western and eastern sides of the river. Ideally a
new bridge would simplify the continuation of gas supplies.
Pharazyn Street: There many service outlets on the eastern side, which will require termination.
There is not any immediate driver to relocate these services. The intention would be to maintain
the existing main for future use.
Marsden Street: There is significant work around the Marsden Street realignment. The mains
within the existing road would be required to be relocated within the new pavement area of the
realigned Marsden St.
Daly Street: There are mains in the Daly Street area, which are likely to be affected during the
construction works for the high level walkway.
Mains further north of Daly Street in Rutherford Street lie very close to the proposed stopbank
footprint and their indicated existing position could be maintained using retaining walls. It has
been assumed that these will be relocated in the neighbouring roadway and costs are included in
the preliminary estimate.

3.2.4

Vodafone Ltd (Telecommunications)

Indicative costs were received relating to the relocation of the Vodafone telephony and broadband
assets, which are both above and below ground. No costs rates per metre were given but rather an
overall cost and an indication of the issues that would present relocation difficulties.
Melling Bridge: A new bridge position would simplify the continuation of Vodafone services. The
costs for services relocation assume a replacement bridge is provided and services are swapped
across.
Marsden Street: The cabinet on the boundary of the realignment works by the cemetery, which
is the main Vodafone cost item may not require moving. There is a desire to keep it as it has long
term usefulness with regard to future technologies. The removal of the section from 57-79 Marsden
Street is difficult to estimate in detail but an all in price for this task was issued by Vodafone.
Pharazyn Street: Termination of services along Pharazyn Street has been considered in the cost
estimate and assumes above ground network is to be removed with ducts remaining.

3.2.5

Electricity (Wellington Electricity)

Indicative costs were received from Wellington Electricity Lines Ltd relating to the relocation of
significant substations, a general $500/m rate for relaying electrical services regardless of voltage
and a description of the main areas that would present relocation difficulties.
There are significant electricity cables running in areas affected by the stopbank. Whilst many of
the underground assets are reasonably straight forward to relocate there are at least 4 large
substations affected by the proposed stopbank position.
General costs for LV and Street lighting are significant items but are spread across the whole
affected area.
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Substation relocations represent large individual costs. There are 3 substations within the
proposed stopbanks footprint: Andrews Avenue Substation (Figure 1), Rutherford Street
Substation (Figure 2) and Marsden Street Substation (Figure 3). Melling Substation (Figure 4) is
situated approximately 20m from the stopbank position but is close to the Melling interchange
proposals.
There are opportunities to redesign the stopbank locally with retaining walls at the base of the
slopes to accommodate some of the existing substations (Rutherford Street and Marsden Street).
Daly Street: The Andrews Avenue substation (Photo 1) will fall under the proposed high level
walkway and its relocation is likely. Additionally access to the smaller substation at 83 High Street
(accessed from Daly Street) would be restricted. These substations are key to supplying this area
and a strategic approach for supplying this area is likely to include their relocation.
Marsden Street: The substation requires a significant retaining wall to maintain its position
although there are a number of advantages to a retaining wall at this position. Other constraints in
this area such as the adjacent existing Marsden Street stormwater pumping station as well lack of
space for realignment of Marsden Street (due to the presence of the protected cemetery) indicate
that this would be a worthwhile measure.
Melling Bridge: The Melling Substation is situated far enough away from the proposed stopbank
not to be affected. The possible relocation of Melling Train Station is unlikely to cause any electrical
disruption to this substation.
The proposed Melling Bridge/Highway Interchange replacement is very likely to affect the
substation but as road interchange design is at this early stage no further comment can be usefully
made.
Eastern Rutherford Street substation presents the least difficulties with only minor retaining walls
being required in the new stopbank to maintain the substation’s position. This substation however
may be affected should the new road bridge be located at this point.
There are a number of key services running across the Melling Bridge, including the strategic
Melling to Petone 33kV cables.
Pharazyn Street: There are a number of smaller substations that may be affected by the
demolition works. These are the Cement Products substation (pole mounted) and the 62 Pharazyn
Street substation.
Photos 9 to 12 show the Wellington Electricity Lines Ltd substations.
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Photo 9: Andrews Avenue Substation: This station will be greatly affected by the Daly Street
high level walkway. (This station is likely to be kept with the addition of a retaining
wall).

Photo 10: Rutherford Street Substation: Note proximity to existing stopbank. The use of small
retaining walls could maintain this substation’s position with the new stopbank. (This
station is likely to be kept with the addition of a retaining wall).
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Photo 11: Melling Substation: Note station has separation from stopbank but is close to highway.
This substation is likely to be affected by Interchange works.

Photo 12: Marsden Street Substation: Note substation is separate from existing stopbank but
would require a significant retaining wall to maintain its position with the new
stopbank. (This substation as well as the storm pumping station are likely to be kept
with the addition of a retaining wall).
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Hutt City Council (CCTV Cable)

Indicative costs were received relating to the relocation of the Hutt City Council’s CCTV assets,
which are both above and below ground. No costs rates per metre were given but rather an overall
cost and an indication of the issues that would present relocation difficulties.
The IT cable network is within the lower car parks on the eastern side (left bank) of the river. These
are likely to be reasonably straight forward to relocate.

3.2.7

Land Information (LINZ)

There is one important survey mark identified, CP 5 SO 35431 (BDNN), which is routinely surveyed
as part of the Land Deformation Monitoring Network. A replacement is likely to be $5k.
There are also an uncertain number of Order 5 survey points that will need to be replaced if they
fall on the stopbank footprint. They may be up to 2 of these survey marks requiring relocation at
$2k each.
There are also an uncertain number of survey marks used in the original construction that would
need to be duplicated ($2k each) within the new stopbank.
There are 6 survey marks that form part of the GWRC ongoing monitoring of the stopbank. These
will need to be duplicated ($2k each) within the new stopbank.
An additional survey will need to be commissioned to ensure cadastral boundary adjustments can
be made, which may be up to $15k.

3.3 Options Considered
Single Option: Relocate services with limited changes to the stopbank design.
Only a single option was considered in this work. Communication with the service providers
allowed costs to be built up. The assumptions listed below were taken into account when
considering the likely final services layout.

3.4 Interaction
In addition to discussions with all services authorities, interactions were undertaken with other
Riverlink workstreams (GHD / Dave Crowther – who also covers part of the Three Waters role for
HCC/ Wellington Water. His report covers these aspects in more detail.

3.5 Cost Estimate
The cost estimate derived has been derived from the relevant service providers (See Appendix B).
The quantity and quality of the data returned has varied both in accuracy and detail. The cost
produced is therefore a rough estimate with a significant degree of uncertainty.
The service providers were asked to include their normal contingency figure and project
management costs to their estimates and therefore these have not been added to the final figure.
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The relocation of the services as a result of the Riverlink project construction has highlighted the
main issue of timing and sequence of construction. This has proved particularly difficult for a
number of service providers including Wellington Electricity, Vodafone and Powerco where
significant services cross the Melling Bridge.
There are some project cost opportunities, where services are terminated for demolition with no
immediate requirement for new connections.
Significant savings have been identified to maintain some the existing positions of the electricity
substations (Rutherford Street and Marsden Street) and the Marsden Street stormwater pumping
station by means of protective retaining walls rather than their relocation.
The largest single cost item for services relocation is for the Western Hills Trunk Sewer ($8.2M).
There are opportunities associated with the stormwater system, which could deliver improved
ecological benefits to the berm areas, whilst also ensuring better delivery of stormwater during
periods of high river level.
Much of the cost estimate information from the service providers was limited reflecting the early
nature of the project definition and has resulted in a rough order cost estimate.
The scale of the Riverlink project is such that there are a number of service authorities wanting to
assess their strategic requirements and understand how the project will interact. There is to be an
iterative process to better develop ideas of costs (some of which may be borne by these authorities).
Further design work will enable refinements to be made to this rough order cost estimate by way of
understanding both the significant risk items and an appreciation of potential opportunities.
A request for the cost estimate to be split into the 4 reaches was received and the results are shown
in the modified table below.
Reach 1: Rightbank – Ewen Bridge to Ex. Melling Bridge.
Reach 2: Rightbank – Ex. Melling Bridge North.
Reach 3: Leftbank – Ewen Bridge to Ex. Melling Bridge.
Reach 4: Leftbank – Ex. Melling Bridge To Mills Street.
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Table 5: Preliminary Services Relocation Estimate Summary
Whole site
Estimate Most
Likely
($,000)

Reach 1

Reach 2

Reach 3

Reach 4

($,000)

($,000)

($,000)

($,000)

Chorus

1,550

228

307.5

332.5

682

Wastewater
(WHMS only)

8,200

8,200

0

450

0

Powerco

7,000

2,100

350

2,800

1,750

Vodafone

115

8

8

92

8

Wellington
Electricity

10,576

4,632

1,417

3,109

1,417

HCC Fibre

1,500

0

0

2,242

0

50

13

13

13

13

Contract
Works Cost

28,991

15,181

2,096

9,039

3,870

Contingency
(Included)

0

Management
(Included)

0

Total Project
Cost

28,991

Total
(Optimistic)

21,743

11,386

1,572

6,779

2,903

Total
(Pessimistic)

36,239

18,976

2,620

11,295

4,838

Service
Provider

LINZ

Stormwater figures removed from total. Chorus figures corrected. New HCC fibre cost,
which is now slightly higher. Totals amended.

3.6 Assumptions/Risks/Actions
The assumptions used to arrive at the proposed services plan are:
Within Proposed Stopbank Structure


Every effort should reasonably be made to ensure no services remain within the body or
footprint of the new stopbank.
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Crossings should be considered with regard to future access required and the future
replacement of services. The effects of crossings on seepage routes across the stopbank both
before and after an earthquake scenario should be considered.

Use of Retaining Walls


Retaining walls could be utilised as part of the stopbank construction so that existing
services that are close to the toe of the stopbank can be maintained in their existing position
if possible.

Termination of Existing Services




There are a number of services to individual properties (along Pharazyn Street and Marsden
Street) that will be terminated in order for demolition to take place. The future number of
service connections is likely to be smaller in number.
The extent of the demolition work is not fully defined at this stage and therefore this is
reflected in the estimates for the relocation of services. For costing purposes the assumption
has been made that all services will be laid 50% in grassed service strip areas and 50% in
road/pavement areas.

Interim Arrangements


Interim temporary arrangements may be required to maintain service to customers during
some phases of the project. Some service relocations (Wellington Electricity, Powerco and
Chorus) are particularly sensitive to the replacement of the Melling Bridge, which poses
special difficulties maintaining service between the eastern and western banks. The
assumption has made that the existing bridge / services will be available until a new bridge
with replacement services are connected.

Future Arrangements


This project offers betterment opportunities to service providers where provision for
increased future requirements and improved equipment might otherwise be difficult to
justify in terms of cost.

Risks
There are a number of risks, included within the risk register (see Table 6), that have a bearing on
the final costs.
The main risk affecting Electricity, Gas and Chorus is the issue of the Melling Bridge replacement.
Currently a significant amount of strategic infrastructure is on the existing bridge. No allowance
has been made for any temporary service arrangements should the new bridge require the existing
bridge to be removed in advance of construction.
Table 6: Risk Register (Services)
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Service

Description of Risk

Cause

Consequence

General

Timing of Melling Bridge
replacement.

Unforeseen delays

Increased construction
cost for other service
runs.

General

Position of Melling Bridge
replacement.

Longer time to decide
position

Increase in lengths of
services required.

General

Continued use of the existing
bridge.

Cannot construction with
existing bridge in the
way.

Temporary services
provision required.

General

Uncertainty regarding future
service requirements.

Lack of detailed design
available.

Increased cost

General

Extent of demolition work
along western bank.

Lack of detailed design
available.

Increased cost associated
with service terminations.

General

Exact final position of
Stopbank may influence
service routes.

Detailed design still
needs to consider
potential opportunities.

Opportunity to reduce
costs by maintaining
services position.

General

Confirmation of the
availability of the 5m service
strip.

Lack of certainty of the
availability of service
strip.

Opportunity to reduce
costs by ensuring
trenching in carried out
within provided strip.

General

Ability of Services providers
to work together.

Lack of certainty of the
agreements necessary
to enable Service
providers to use same
trench.

Opportunity to have
trench serve a number of
services.

General

Uncertain Service
requirements on a strategic
level

Uncertainty surrounding
the Daly Street approach
to services.

Opportunity to simplify
services approach to
centre.

General

Availability of Daly Street
service tunnel for services
relocation.

Lack of confirmation
regarding ability for
services to be included
within service road.

Opportunity to simplify
services approach to
centre.

General

Timing of Melling Bridge
replacement.

Unforeseen delays

Increased construction
cost for other service runs.

Chorus

Melling Bridge position.
Large Fibre cable contained
within existing bridge.

Uncertainty regarding
sequence of bridge
construction.

Increased cost if
temporary service
arrangements need to be
installed.

Chorus

Pharazyn Street Demolitions

Uncertainty regarding
extent of demolition.

Increased cost associated
with service terminations.
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Service

Description of Risk

Cause

Consequence

Chorus

Uncertainty regarding
Marsden Street realignment.

Uncertainty associated
with extent of
realignment.

Increased cost associated
with increased service
lengths.

Chorus

Daly Street - No significant
issues raised.

No services currently
present

Increased cost associated
with new requirement.

Chorus

Northern area on Eastern
bank - No significant issues
raised.

Services are straight
forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated
with unforeseen
difficulties.

Water

Marsden Street Realignment of 100mm
water main - No significant
issues raised.

Services are straight
forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated
with unforeseen
difficulties.

Water

Daly Street - Realignment of
100mm water main. No
significant issues raised.

Services are straight
forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated
with unforeseen
difficulties.

Water

Southern High St and
Queens Drive - 300mm
water main relocation. No
significant issues raised.

Services are straight
forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated
with unforeseen
difficulties.

Water

Pharazyn Street Realignment of 100mm
water main. No significant
issues raised.

Services are straight
forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated
with unforeseen
difficulties.

Water

Mill Street - Termination of
service main.

Termination point not
defined.

Increased cost associated
with increased service
lengths.

Stormwater

Replacement and upgrade of
Stormwater outlets - true
left.

More detailed survey
required.

Increased cost associated
with unforeseen
difficulties.

Stormwater

Replacement and upgrade of
Stormwater outlets - true
right.

More detailed survey
required.

Increased cost associated
with unforeseen
difficulties.

Stormwater

Marsden Street - Pumping
station may need
replacement should a
retaining wall not be
sufficient.

Narrow pinch point on
road realignment.

Increased cost associated
with relocated station.
Opportunity if retaining
wall can be constructed.

Stormwater

Marsden Street Realignment of 450mm
stormwater main

Narrow pinch point on
road realignment.

Increased cost associated
with increased length.
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Service

Description of Risk

Cause

Consequence

Sewer

Marsden Street Realignment of 300mm
sewer.

Narrow pinch point on
road realignment.

Increased cost associated
with increased length.

Sewer

Southern High St and
Queens Drive - 300mm
sewer relocation

Uncertainty regarding
route.

Increased cost associated
with increased length.

Sewer

Pharazyn Street and
Marsden Street - 300mm
sewer relocation

Uncertainty regarding
route.

Increased cost associated
with increased length.

Trunk
Sewer

Route design is still in
preliminary stage.

Uncertainty of route.

Increased cost associated
with unforeseen
difficulties. Opportunity
associated with existing
asset.

PowerCo

Melling Bridge - Significant
effect on the east/west
network balance. Assumes
network can continue while
second bridge is built.

Uncertainty about
retaining Melling Bridge
whilst new bridge is
constructed.

Increased costs associated
with temporary service
arrangements.

PowerCo

Marsden Street - Main needs
to be relocated along road.
Uncertainty regarding
demolition extent.

Narrow pinch point on
road realignment.

Increased cost associated
with increased length.

PowerCo

Daly Street - No significant
issues raised.

Services are straight
forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated
with unforeseen
difficulties.

PowerCo

Pharazyn Street Uncertainty regarding extent
of demolition and availability
of service strip.

Lack of certainty of the
availability of service
strip.

Opportunity to reduce
costs by ensuring
trenching in carried out
within provided strip.

PowerCo

Eastern bank - A number of
mains require moving, some
could remain depending on
exact extent of work.

Detailed design still
needs to consider
potential opportunities.

Opportunity to reduce
costs by maintaining
services position.

Vodafone

Uncertainty regarding
Marsden Street realignment.

Uncertainty regarding
realignment extent.

Increased cost due to
Telephony cabinet by
cemetery may need to be
moved.

Vodafone

Marsden Street (57-79)

Uncertainty regarding
realignment extent.

Marsden Street (57-79) Relocation of Telephony
and HFC in trench.
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Service

Description of Risk

Cause

Consequence

Vodafone

Pharazyn Street Termination of services assumes ducting can remain.

Uncertainty regarding
extent of demolition.

Increased cost associated
with increased length.

Vodafone

Melling Bridge - Assumes
cables can be laid in bridge
duct and only minor
trenching either side.

Uncertainty about
retaining Melling Bridge
whilst new bridge is
constructed.

Increased costs associated
with temporary service
arrangements.

Welectricity Rutherford Street Substation.

Uncertainty associated
with exact extent of
stopbank.

Increased costs associated
with station relocation.
Opportunity to modify
stopbank to retain
substation.

Welectricity Melling -SubstationUnlikely to be affected by
Stopbank but seems to be in
area of new Melling
interchange.

Uncertainty associated
with exact extent of
interchange
construction.

Increased costs associated
with station relocation.

Welectricity Marsden Street - SubstationIs likely to remain if a
retaining wall is used at this
point.

Uncertainty associated
with exact extent of
stopbank.

Increased costs associated
with station relocation.
Opportunity to modify
stopbank to retain
substation.

LINZ

Uncertainty of full survey
requirement. Approximate
estimate made.

Uncertainty about full
extent of existing marks.

Increased costs regarding
a larger requirement.

HCC Fibre

HCC Fibre. Approximate
estimate made.

Uncertainty about full
extent of requirements.

Increased costs regarding
increased requirement.
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Services within a Shared Trench

This addition to the report explores the likelihood of cost savings associated with the services
relocation connected with the Riverlink project. In particular it examines the proposal of laying a
number of services within the same trench and the effect on overall cost. A typical services trench
layout is included within the Proposed Services Plan showing how the services would be laid in
relation to each other. (Based upon the National Joint Utilities Group guidance used in the UK).

4.1









Assumptions:
The general approach to service relocation is to provide a 5m service strip alongside the
stopbank structure, where possible.
Shallow services (Water Mains, Gas Mains, Electric Cables, and Telecommunications) can be
placed within this strip.
Gravity sewers are likely to be too deep and their depth may be such as to be required to be
laid outside this strip. For a trunk sewer the offset distance from the toe of the stopbank a
distance of 10m is advisable at this stage of design.
The assessment only deals with the limited case of laying the fundamental lengths of
infrastructure.
It is assumed that only a single item of infrastructure is laid by each service provider. (I.e. A
single gas main for the gas requirement).
Other utility costs associated with Project Management, Investigation of requirement, Design
and the Making of connections are not included within the trench estimates.
The width of the service strip varies according with the ground profile along the stopbank
and this can influence the line taken by relocated services.
There are areas where a retaining wall currently exists close to roads and this arrangement is
likely to be used to allow services to remain within the road pavement area.

4.2 Trench cost estimate:
The tasks included for the construction of services would include: Mobilisation, excavation, disposal
of material, bedding materials, surface reinstatement and traffic management. Constructing services
within a shared trench can potentially make saving on a number of these cost items.


Mobilisation: This is likely to be a one off cost regardless of the number of utilities and
includes for setting up site and organizing plant.



Excavation: This is the largest component of the services construction. The size of the
trench dictates the size of the bucket used but the operations only increase in cost slowly as
the size of the trench increases.



Bedding Materials: These costs increase almost linearly with the widening trench.



Surface Reinstatement: The type of surface reinstatement makes a very large difference
to this cost with a road surface being significantly more costly than a grassed area. However
the additional width of reinstatement for a wider trench only adds a small proportion.



Traffic Management: The cost of this is a one off cost regardless of the number of utilities
when working in roads. When working in new non trafficked areas this cost would disappear.
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Table 7: Typical breakdown of construction costs associated with trenching services.
Task
Mobilisation
Excavation
Disposal of material
Bedding material
Utility Material (Varies)
Reinstatement
Traffic Management
Subtotal
Total

1st Utility
25
250
25
50
Incl.
100
50
500
500

2nd Utility
0
50
10
30
Incl.
20
0
110
610

3rd Utility
0
50
10
30
Incl.
20
0
110
720

4th Utility
0
50
10
30
Incl.
20
0
110
830

4.3 Potential Savings
The paragraphs below outline the potential savings that could be made by using a shared trench
approach. They have been separated into the four reaches.
1. Left Bank – Ewen Bridge to Melling Bridge.
This reach runs alongside the city and it is anticipated that there will be a covered area with a service
road running alongside.
A shared trench will be possible for all of the route (1270m) for Gas and Electricity services with HCC
Fibre running for 440m and Water being laid for 120m.
830m - Gas, Electricity. @ $610/m = $506k
440m - Gas, Electricity, HCC Fibre. @ $720/m = $317k
120m - Gas, Electricity, Water, HCC Fibre. @ $830/m = $97k
Total = $920k
(Total in separate trenches = $1730k)
2. Left Bank – Melling Bridge to Mills.
Further north of the Melling Bridge there is a long area where services are already laid in an area just
to the eastern side of the existing stopbank. It is expected that these would remain in position.
To the north there is a 140m Length of shared service trench. This would contain both Gas and
Electricity services.
140m – Gas, Electricity. @ $610/m
Total = $86k
(Total in separate trenches = $140k)
3. Right Bank - Ewen Bridge to Melling Bridge.
From the south this reach is planned to have a significant retaining wall to preserve the Electricity
substation as well as the Storm water pumping station.
The proposed Marsden Street realignment runs along this reach and will give an opportunity to relay
services within a new road area. The new services would run north until they match up with the
existing services on the existing road alignment.
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North of the Marsden Street realignment the services can remain within the existing road and
pavement. It is likely that the replacement area will be served from the existing Pharazyn Street
direction and therefore only minor connections to the existing infrastructure would be required.
The length of a new shared services trench is approximately 370m. This would contain Gas,
Electricity, Water, and Telecommunications.
The trunk sewer has been drawn in as the proposed diversion. The route follows the road and its cost
is within the cost estimate derived from the MWH report. There is an opportunity to relay this along
the stopbank route. A minimum distance of 10m is recommended from the stopbank toe in order to
safeguard any disturbance to the foundation.
370m – Gas, Electricity, Water, Telecommunications. @ $830/m
Total = $307k
(Total in separate trenches = $740k)

4. Right Bank – Melling Bridge North.
The length of the services relocated within this reach is approximately 540m. This shared trench
would contain both Gas and Electricity services.
No allowance has been made for the services contained in the entrance area through the stopbank.
A 150m length of the diverted trunk sewer has been omitted in the MWH report. This should be
added in to the total services relocation costs. It is likely to cost approximately $450k (150m @
$3,000/m).
540m – Gas, Electricity. @ $610/m
Total = $330k
(Total in separate trenches = $540k)
Table 8: Summary table showing effects of sharing trench on costs:
Reach
1
2
3
4

Totals

Separate
Trenches ($k)

1,730

140

740

540

3,150

Shared Trench
($k)

920

86

307

330

1,643

4.4 Conclusion:
The costs associated with the construction of the services within a shared trench could amount to
$1,643k as opposed to separate trenches at different times costing $3,150k. This saving is
approximately 50% on the services trenching aspect of the overall project.
The use of a shared trench with utility operators requires good coordination to ensure that materials
are available and trained personnel are available as required.
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The trench as costed represents only the costs associated with laying the initial runs of services. It
does not include making the connections and therefore additional cost savings can be expected if the
utility operators make their connections when trenches are open. This requires coordination of
utilities with the excavation programme. Should the excavations be closed then the utility providers
would require further site work. It should be remembered that this may suit the operators as there
may be significant design requirements to undertake before being able to make connections.
There are a number of reasons why the Electricity and Telecommunications operators would prefer
ducting and chambers only to be provided and this would simplify their construction process. Their
connections would not require excavation and can be made through the preformed chambers.
It must be remembered that these bottom up figures do not adequately reflect the costs given by the
utility operators. The figures given by the utility operators take into consideration Project
management, Investigation and Design as well as Contingency. The complex connections are in
addition to the trench and main infrastructure laying and as such the estimate should be put into the
context of an overall utility project.
In a typical project the Investigation, Design, Project and Construction management may be up to
20% of the total project cost. The actual construction costs could be equally divided into the main
trenching work (40%) and the more complex connection work (40%). The current pessimistic
estimate, which includes the high Electricity value but excludes the Storm, Sewer and Water, is
$21,533k. This would equate to $8,613k for the main trench laying work. On this basis a 50%
saving on the trenching work could potentially account to $4,306k.
The estimate for savings is based upon broad assumptions and is likely to be greatly improved by
involving the utility providers. Of particular importance are the Gas and Electricity companies, which
together make up over $17,000k of the estimate. Currently there has been limited service provider
input and it is highly recommended that a half or full day workshop take place to firm up assumptions
and understand in more detail the interaction between the utility providers.

5
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1. Seismic Performance of Stopbanks and MSE
Structures in Past Earthquakes
1.1.

Stopbanks founded on liquefiable soil

There have been a number of stopbank failures during earthquakes in New Zealand and elsewhere.
On 2 March 1987 the Rangitaiki River Plains experienced a Richter Magnitude 6.2 earthquake (1987 Bay
of Plenty Earthquake). The earthquake caused extensive liquefaction of the young alluvial deposits within
the plains. The evidence of liquefaction included sand boils, cracking of river banks and movement
towards the river (lateral spreading). Following the Edgecumbe Earthquake, 1 m to 2 m of the ground
settlement was recorded extending from where the fault crosses the river to downstream of Edgecumbe.
The settlement occurred gradually with time after the earthquake and at some locations was measured to
be up to 7 mm a day. The earthquake caused extensive damage to the flood protection works on the river
plains. All 26 km of stopbanks (approximately) associated with major schemes in the area (the Rangitaiki
– Tarawera River Major Scheme and the Whakatane River Major Scheme) sustained some damage.
Following the earthquake, all stopbanks were inspected and the following types of damage was observed:


Cracking of river berm areas



Slumping of the stopbanks or movement/damage to floodwalls



Transverse and longitudinal cracking (from few tens of millimetres to 100 millimetres wide and
greater) of stopbanks



Foundation failure of concrete walls



Concrete wall failure



Cracking of the ground on the landward side of the stopbanks



Major failures of stopbanks in areas where the main fault line rupture crossed the river



Existing erosion protection works slumped into the river
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Similar types of damage to flood protection assets were recorded during the January 17, 1995 HyogokenNanbu Earthquake in Japan. The earthquake was estimated to have induced peak ground acceleration of
approximately 0.2g to 0.3g in the area. Approximately 1.5 km to 2 km of stopbanks (which were up to 8 m
high) on the south side of the Yodo River, the principal river in the region, experienced major damage in
the form of extensive cracking and slumping. The damage was caused by settlement and spreading of
the stopbanks over a liquefied foundation soil. Some sections of the stopbank settled almost half of their
total height. The damage was less extensive for the stopbanks founded on denser non-liquefiable
foundation soils.
The river embankments along the Kushiro, Tokachi and other rivers suffered considerable damage
including longitudinal and transverse cracks, slope failures and cave-ins during the Kushiro-Oki
Earthquake of January 15, 1993 in Japan.
The following seismic failure modes of stopbanks have been summarised by Towhata (2008) (Figure 1):


Shallow surface sliding of slope (Type 1)



Development of slip surface (Type 2)



Development of slip surface reaching the soft foundation soil (Type 2”)



Slumping (Type 3)



Densification (Type 4)

Figure 1 Typical failure modes
Additional failure modes for stopbanks founded on soils prone to liquefaction and lateral spreading
include (Figure 2):


Bearing capacity failure or global stability slope failure



Translational failure
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Figure 2 Global stability failure (top) and translational failure (bottom)
The river stopbanks in Christchurch experienced severe damage in 2010 – 2011 Canterbury Earthquake
Sequence (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Damage to stopbanks in 2010 – 2011 Canterbury Earthquake Sequence
The most common deformation modes for the Christchurch stopbanks have been summarised by
Bainbridge (2013) and are shown on Figures 4 to 8.

Figure 4 Deformation of stopbank due to low bearing capacity of liquefied soil
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Figure 5 Minor crest settlement and cracks

Figure 6 Slumping of the riverside slope

Figure 7 Lateral stretch / foundation extension

Figure 8 Differential settlement of stopbank
Where retaining walls or floodwalls are incorporated into the stopbank (without piling of the walls or
ground improvement), they would also be expected to experience seismic damage in the form of large
total and differential settlement, sliding / lateral movement, bearing capacity failure, tilt, cracking, and
potential collapse (where the walls have not been designed to resist appropriate level of seismic soil
pressures).
If the stopbanks (or retaining wall associated with the stopbank) and / or the ground beneath the
stopbanks get damaged as a result of an earthquake, the flood protection / water retention capacity of the
stopbank in a flood event can be significantly compromised:


Complete failure: If the stopbank has collapsed, there will be no flood protection capacity at the
location of the collapsed stopbank.
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Piping failure or tunnel erosion: During seismic shaking, tension cracks can develop within the
stopbank or in the foundation soils beneath the stopbank. In the instances where the tension
cracks extend through the full cross section of the stopbank, an effective “pipe” condition is
developed which allows unobstructed flows to pass through the stopbank where retained water
levels are intercepted by the tension cracks. Similar to the static piping, flows through the
stopbank can result in significant or substantial erosion in a relatively short period of time,
resulting in failure of the stopbank and loss of water containment capacity.



Overtopping: Overtopping of the stopbank under seismic conditions (or in a post-earthquake flood
event) can occur when there is a significant crest elevation decrease as a result of liquefaction or
lateral spread induced settlement and/ or slope failure occurring within the stopbank. Overtopping
of the stopbank can lead to a breach in the stopbank as a result of rapid erosion developing along
the downstream face of the stopbank.

It is expected that similar types of damage can potentially be experienced by the Hutt River Stopbanks
and retaining walls within the extent of the RiverLink Project subject to the adopted design standards, the
stability of the ground they are founded on and levels of seismic shaking.

1.2.

MSE structures founded on liquefiable soil

The largest earthquakes have shown some differences in performance between relatively rigid walls such
as concrete gravity walls and more flexible, MSE-type walls, with the MSE type structures tending to
outperform the concrete gravity structures, especially older concrete gravity structures. While some
damage to MSE walls has occurred in past earthquakes, the damage has typically included minor
movement (100 mm – 200 mm or less) or outward tipping of the wall, cracking of wall facing elements,
wall corners or full-height joints opening up and allowing backfill to spill through and unsecured blocks at
the wall top toppling off.
Generally, there is strong evidence from past earthquakes in New Zealand and elsewhere that
mechanically stabilised earth (MSE) structures (including geogrid reinforced earth – GRS structures)
generally perform better than reinforced concrete gravity or cantilever retaining walls. Good seismic
performance of MSE structures is normally explained by their high ductility.
However, where MSE structures are founded on ground prone to liquefaction and lateral spreading, they
can still experience damage.
Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate damage to an MSE bridge approach caused by liquefaction- and faultrelated ground movements in 1999 Kocaeli Earthquake (M7.4) in north-western Turkey. The damage
included total and differential settlement (including backfill settlement), tilt of MSE block, budging of the
wall face, misalignment of panels and spilling of granular backfill.

Figure 9 Separation of facing panels and spilled backfill
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Figure 10 Settlement and ground cracks beneath MSE wall

2. Post-Earthquake Repair Techniques for Stopbanks
The level of damage to the stopbanks founded on liquefiable ground is a function of the experienced level
of seismic shaking and stopbank design details. For frequent earthquakes with low return periods,
seismic shaking intensity may not be sufficient to cause liquefaction and lateral spreading of the ground,
and therefore only minor to low damage to the stopbanks can be expected. For stronger earthquakes with
higher shaking intensities and longer return periods, liquefaction and lateral spreading can be triggered
and will result in higher damage levels to the stopbanks.
The following repair work is likely to be required after an earthquake that can trigger liquefaction and
lateral spreading of the ground:


Sealing of cracks in the stopbanks and re-compaction of the stopbank material or grouting. Select
material will need to be imported, placed and compacted to appropriate engineering standards to
reinstate stopbanks to appropriate levels.



Raising the crest of the stopbanks.



Re-building of stopbanks where the stopbanks are severely damaged (wide, deep cracks and
large slumps), which would require removal of the failed material and reconstruction.



Repair or replacement of the concrete retaining walls associated with stopbanks.



For slumped river banks, where roads or structures are threatened, stabilisation by placement of
hardfill and rock rip-rap.



Where a stopbank is damaged by the fault rupture, complete excavation and reconstruction of the
stopbank.



Where river bank slumping occurs away from stopbanks with trees falling into a river, removal of
trees for disposal and placement of rock rip-rap protection to the bank.



Where cracking of the river berm occurs within 15m to 20 m of the stopbank toe, deep ripping
with a large bulldozer and re-compaction.



Where existing protection works slumped into river, re-battering the bank and protection using
salvaged existing (where possible) and imported rock.

3. Review of Available Seismic Design Methodologies
for Stopbanks
As the risks associated with building stopbanks in seismically active regions are becoming better
understood, local authorities around the world now have greater awareness that their flood protection
systems may be vulnerable to failure during earthquake shaking. Seismic events can potentially affect
flood protection systems to the extent that there is risk to human life and significant adverse economic,
infrastructure and environmental impacts. Seismic design standards for stopbanks vary from country to
country. Some countries and regions have identified the risks and have incorporated seismic design
consideration into the design of their flood protection systems.
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In the US, stopbanks are generally not designed for earthquakes except for California and in the
Mississippi Delta.
In Japan there is a much greater appreciation for seismic design of stopbanks and consequently there
has been more focus on the design of stopbanks for seismic loads.
The seismic hazard in New Zealand is described by a probabilistic seismic hazard model and the
seismicity levels are specified in NZS 1170.5. However, NZS 1170.5 specifically excludes design of soil
retaining structures and civil structures including dams and bunds. NZS 1170.5 also excludes
consideration of the effects of slope instability and soil liquefaction. Historically, stopbanks in the
Wellington Region have not been designed for seismic events. However, assessment of potential
damage to the flood protection assets was carried out by GWRC in 2005 (Murashev, 2005). Design
requirements for stopbanks associated with state highways in New Zealand are given in the NZ Transport
Agency’s Bridge Manual which recommends a performance – based design approach based on
consideration of the risk to infrastructure. The NZTA’s Bridge Manual states that “the flood protection
capacity shall be maintained or be able to be readily reinstated after the design earthquake without
deleteriously affecting the functioning of underlying infrastructure”.
Recently completed sections of stopbank adjoining the Riverlink project, such as the Strand Park and Ava
Rail stopbank, Alicetown stopbank and the Boulcott/Hutt stopbank were all designed for flood and static
load cases only, damage is possible under seismic loads. Due to the risk of liquefaction compared to cost
of mitigating its effects, seismic design has historically been excluded from the design of stopbanks.
Instead, in each case, it was accepted that the risk of liquefaction or seismic induced damage would be
managed through contingency planning. As part of the contingency plan, following a major earthquake
stopbank inspections are be undertaken and repair of damaged sections carried out, as appropriate.
The current seismic design philosophy for stopbanks in the US is that the seismic risks can be mitigated
by providing efficient and prompt post-earthquake stopbanks repair and flood response. In the US,
ground remediation for liquefaction prevention is also considered in some extreme cases. For repair and
improvement work associated with stopbanks in urban and developing areas in the US, seismic ground
motions having a return period of 200 years are being proposed as the design level.
The Bay of Plenty Regional Council Stopbank Design and Construction Guidelines (2014) state that “The
stability of stopbanks during and after earthquakes should be assessed so that the post-earthquake
repairs are minimised, or at least prepared for…”.A risk assessment should be carried out on new and
existing stopbanks to consider the risk of an earthquake big enough to cause stopbank failure occurring at
the same time as the stopbank is holding back water” and recommends to consider the following
scenarios:


Stopbank subject to ultimate level earthquake loading only i.e. no water against upstream
shoulder.



Stopbank subject to average annual flood level plus serviceability level earthquake loading



Stopbank subject to design flood level, plus serviceability level earthquake loading.

In most of countries around the world, repairs for improvements primarily for the purpose of seismic
strengthening are generally not considered to be justifiable for stopbanks that are subjected to only rare
high water loading.
In Japan, the seismic design criteria for river works was introduced in 1950s: the seismic load equivalent
to the moderate-scale of earthquake ground motions had to be considered in the design of stopbanks.
The technical criteria was revised again in 1997 to include seismic design of stopbanks and since 2007
new stopbanks have been designed based on the criteria.
Also, stopbanks can be assigned a required seismic performance level based on an importance level of a
flood protection scheme and the consequences of stopbanks failure to the landside infrastructure.
In summary, the following design philosophies are currently being used:


Seismic performance of stopbanks is not considered in the design process and stopbanks are
designed for static and flood loads only.



Stopbanks are designed for frequent flood events (average yearly flood) and a 200 year return
period earthquake. This may require ground improvement in some cases and can be costly.
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Stopbanks are not designed for seismic load but are evaluated for seismic performance using
typical annual flood water levels and the post-seismic flood risks. The flood risks are addressed
through emergency response, interim and long-term repairs following the earthquake.

4. Measures to Improve Seismic Performance of
Stopbanks
The following measures can be incorporated in the stopbanks design to improve their seismic
performance:


Raising of the stopbank crest levels to accommodate the estimated earthquake induced
subsidence associated with liquefaction and lateral spreading



Improvement of the stopbank stability by incorporating geogrid reinforcement and / or flattening of
the stopbank batters



Ground improvement (densification, strengthening / solidification, drainage) of the foundation
soils beneath the stopbank



Where retaining walls are required on the landside of the stopbank, MSE walls can be used and
would be expected to perform better compared to conventional reinforced concrete retaining
walls

5. Typical Stopbank Forms for the RiverLink Project
5.1.

Form 1 - Standard stopbank without structural components

A substantial length of the stopbanks within the extent of the RiverLink Project do not have associated
retaining walls and are essentially fill embankments with the standard stopbank geometry (Figure 11).

Figure 11 Stopbank Form 1 – Typical section with standard earthen stopbank profile
If the stopbank is designed excluding seismic loads it could under a ULS design evet, or a smaller event
which triggers liquefaction onset, be prone to liquefaction induced damage such as lateral spread and
subsidence; resultantly, the deformation of the stopbank could be hundreds of millimetres or metres. To
reduce the effect of seismic loads, liquefaction and lateral spread induced damage, layers of geogrid
reinforcement could be included in the stopbank (Figure 12). This would provide a more robust design,
minimising the damage and repair times.

Figure 12 Typical stopbank with geogrid reinforcement
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5.2.

Form 2 - Stopbank requiring ground retention of the landside

Where the land corridor is not sufficient to accommodate the standard stopbank profile, retaining walls will
be required on the landside of the stopbanks.
Given considerations included in Section 1.2 of this memorandum, the retaining walls are likely to be
MSE structures (geogrid reinforced walls with full height concrete panel, incremental or flexible facing)
rather than reinforced concrete cantilever walls.
A typical section through such stopbank is shown on Figure 13.

Figure 13 Stopbank Form 2 – Typical section with standard earthen stopbank and MSE retaining
structure
The MSE wall required for Form 2 is a structure, and under the Building Code it will be required to be
designed for seismic loads. The retaining wall/MSE block can be designed to the minimum level of
acceptable seismic performance (no collapse in ULS), if it is deemed appropriate to accept a substantial
level of damage. If the level of ULS damage is to be minimised, a more robust solution will be required,
which may involve ground improvement beneath the MSE wall.

5.3.

Form 3 - Stopbanks adjacent to bridge / deck structures

Along Daly Street, a footbridge / RC deck abutments will need to be accommodated within the stopbank
(Figure 14).
Therefore, the interaction between the stopbank and the structural abutments will need to be considered
in the design process.

Figure 14: Stopbank Form 3 – Typical section with MSE wall and tunnel structure
Similarly to Form 2, to satisfy seismic design performance criteria for Form 3, ground improvement may
be required. Alternatively, if the structure can be designed to satisfy SLS earthquake requirements and
accommodate the movement of the MSE block during an ULS earthquake (avoid collapse), ground
improvement could potentially be unnecessary. This will depend on the importance level of the structure,
which needs to be confirmed. It may also be beneficial to stabilise the ground beneath the whole width of
the stopbank to reduce seismic damage.
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6. RiverLink Ground Conditions & Risk of Damage
Associated with Earthquake
6.1.

Geotechnical Conditions

Numerous reports have previously been prepared for the section of stopbank covered by the RiverLink
Project. These reports have reviewed historical documents and geotechnical investigations undertaken in
the vicinity of the stopbanks. To date, the following documents have been used to develop an
understanding of the site ground conditions:


Opus (2007) Hutt River Ava to Ewen Left Bank - Final Design Report



Murashev (2006) Earthquake Risk Assessment of Flood Protection Assets, Opus Report, 2005



Beca (1999) Evaluation of the Existing Hutt River Flood Defences and Concept Upgrade Design
Report



Ramsey (1995) Ewen Bridge Replacement – Foundation Design & Construction, IPENZ Bulletin,
1995



T&T (1991) Hutt River Flood Control Scheme Review, series of Tonkin & Taylor Reports, 1991

Based on the review of the above documents, Opus (2014) developed a soil profile, using information
centred around the Ewen Bridge, which comprises:


From the top of the berm to 0.2 - 0.5 m depth: topsoil & loess;



From 0.5 m depth below the top of the berm level to approximately 5 m - 7 m depth below the
river bed level: alluvial sands, silts and gravels;



Between 5 m and 18 m depth below the river bed level: varying layers of dense sandy gravel and
medium dense to dense sand; and



Below 18 m depth below the river bed level: dense gravel

6.2.

Onset of Liquefaction

Our preliminary analysis indicated that gravels and sands with some silt below the groundwater table,
within the extent of the RiverLink Project, may liquefy. Liquefaction of this material could result in 100 mm
to a several 100 mm of subsidence of the ground surface. The strength of the liquefied soil layers would
be decreased and this would lead to instability and lateral spreading of the stopbanks and river berms.
The extent of lateral spreading, due to liquefaction, which would occur in an earthquake on the Wellington
Fault is uncertain, but may be in the order of 100’s of mm to a few metres, depending on the intensity of
the seismic shaking, and would be sufficient to damage the proposed stopbank over a considerable
length.
The ground conditions in the top soil layers generally comprise medium dense to dense sand with some
localised lens of softer material. Our preliminary analysis has indicated that the medium dense to dense
sands may experience liquefaction onset during earthquakes with a return period of 1/200 to 1/250 years,
with softer lenses of material liquefying during smaller events, i.e. 1/50 years, nearer to that of SLS
earthquake level. Smaller degrees of settlement/deformation are likely to begin occurring prior to
liquefaction onset, during the early stages of shaking when excess porewater pressures begin
developing.

6.3.

Risk of Damage Associated with Liquefaction, Lateral Spreading and Fault
Rupture

Assessment of earthquake damage to the Hutt River stopbanks was carried out by Opus (Murashev,
2005). The 2005 assessment related to the major event on the Wellington Fault only and concluded that
the stopbanks within the extent of the RiverLink Project can experience heavy to major damage with
some sections of the stopbanks being completely destroyed (Figure 15). The levels of damage will vary
depending on the underlying material, proximity to fault, typography etc.
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Figure 15 Damage states for stopbanks based on Opus 2005 Study (Murashev, 2005)

6.4.

Effect of Wellington Fault

GNS have carried out various studies on the location of the Wellington fault in the Hutt Valley. Wellington
Fault locations have been shown by the Wellington Regional Council (1991). Based on the information on
the fault from the above source, we have carried out a preliminary assessment of the lengths of
stopbanks that will be within the primary and secondary fault rupture zones. A significant portion of the
True Right stopbank is included within the primary rupture zone - especially the Pharazyn St side of the
stopbank. The primary rupture zone affecting the stopbanks is approximately 700 m long (SR0370 to
SR0440) and anticipated to be 40 m to 50 m in width. Large displacements can be expected if the fault
ruptures on this section of the Wellington Fault. In addition, a large portion of the True right stopbank will
be in the secondary fault rupture zone. The secondary fault rupture zone affecting the stopbanks is
approximately 900 m long (SR0350 to SR0440) and anticipated to be up to 100 m in width (Dellow,
1998). Within the secondary fault rupture zone smaller displacements can be expected. None of the True
Left stopbanks are expected to be within either of the fault rupture zones. See Appendix A for indicative
location of fault lines.

6.5.

Structural design philosophy / service levels

The Form 1 stopbanks, which are not in proximity to the fault or secondary fault rupture zone, can be
designed for no earthquake loading. However, substantial damage could be expected in an earthquake
with return periods of 1/200 to 1/250 years or greater due to the onset of liquefaction. If the degree of
anticipated damage is unacceptable the stopbanks can be reinforced using geogrid layers.
For Form 2 and Form 3 stopbanks to limit the damage in an SLS design event (or larger) MSE walls
should be used instead of cantilever or gravity retaining walls. MSE walls offer the advantage of behaving
in a ductile manner i.e. sliding failure mechanism (Figure 16). This reduces the likelihood of the wall
overturning during an earthquake and/or flood event, which could be a threat to human life. MSE walls
tolerate larger degrees of movement (both lateral and vertical) compared to RC walls. This increased
ductility implies that the MSE walls are less likely to fail in a brittle manner.

Figure 16 Typical MSE block
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MSE walls/blocks derive their stability and strength from the friction between the layers of geogrid
reinforcement and compacted fill material. If this stopbank was to displace, due to lateral spread toward
the river, the formation of a crack (Figure 2) behind the MSE block could result in the reinforced backfill
displacing into the crack. This loss of material could influence the MSE wall’s stability. Therefore, for
earthquakes expected to generate large degrees of lateral spread (i.e. ULS design event) back-to-back
MSE walls could be adopted. Back-to-back walls (Figure 17) comprise two MSE walls with shared
reinforced soil block and overlapping layers of geogrid reinforcement. As such, they do not rely on the
stopbank fill material for confinement as the material providing the frictional resistance is confined
between the two wall panels.

Figure 17 Back-to-back MSE wall
In addition to the above design solutions, ground improvement can be incorporated into any of the three
stopbank forms.
The extent of ground improvement would be considerable if adopted for Form 1 stopbank sections and
subsequently is unlikely to be economically justifiable. Instead, the level of damage may need to be
accepted, or minimised by using geogrid reinforcement, in conjunction with contingency plans for
emergency responses and the timely repairs of damaged sections.
In localised stopbank areas, i.e. Form 2 and Form 3, ground improvement should be considered. The
need for, extent and type of ground improvement will be governed by the acceptable level of damage.
Possible seismic design standards and levels of service of the stopbanks (including fill embankments and
MSE walls) are summarised in Table 1. Events with return periods of 1/25 to 1/1000 years will need to be
considered depending on the desired performance level of the structures.

.
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Table 1: Summary of possible seismic design standards for each stopbank form
Possible Seismic Design
Standards
Do not design for seismic
loads
No earthquake
considered
Design to limit structural
damage in 1/25 year
earthquake

Design to limit structural
damage in ~1/200 year
earthquake

Design to reduce
structural damage in
1/1000 year earthquake
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Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Stopbank Fill

Stopbank Fill

MSE Wall

Stopbank Fill

MSE Wall

Design for static and
flood cases only.
Substantial
earthquake damage
expected

Design for static and
flood cases only.
Substantial
earthquake damage
expected

Structure - must
consider earthquake
loading as per Building
Code

Design for static and
flood cases only.
Substantial
earthquake damage
expected

Structure - must
consider earthquake
loading as per Building
Code

Geogrid
reinforcement.
Reduced level of
earthquake damage
for 1/25 year
earthquake

Geogrid
reinforcement.
Reduced level of
earthquake damage
for 1/25 year
earthquake

Standard MSE block.
Earthquake damage
level to comply with
Building Code – ULS
earthquake no
collapse

Geogrid
reinforcement.
Reduced level of
earthquake damage
for 1/25 year
earthquake

Standard MSE block.
Earthquake damage
level to comply with
Building Code – ULS
earthquake no
collapse

Geogrid
reinforcement.
Reduced level of
earthquake damage
for intermediate
earthquake

Geogrid
reinforcement.
Reduced level of
earthquake damage
for intermediate
earthquake

Back to back MSE
block and possibly
ground improvement.
Earthquake damage
level to comply with
Building Code – ULS
earthquake no
collapse

Geogrid reinforcement
and possibly ground
improvement beneath
stopbank.
Reduced level of
earthquake damage
for intermediate
earthquake

Back to back MSE
block and possibly
ground improvement.
Earthquake damage
level to comply with
Building Code – ULS
earthquake no
collapse

Geogrid reinforcement
Ground Improvement
is too costly. Accept
damage and ensure
timely repair,
emergency response /
contingency planning

Geogrid reinforcement
Ground Improvement
is too costly. Accept
damage and ensure
timely repair,
emergency response /
contingency planning

Back to back MSE
block and robust
ground improvement.
Earthquake damage
level to comply with
Building Code – ULS
earthquake no
collapse

Geogrid reinforcement
and ground
improvement beneath
stopbank.

Back to back MSE
block and robust
ground improvement.
Earthquake damage
level to comply with
Building Code – ULS
earthquake no
collapse
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations
From our preliminary analysis small amounts of deformation could be expected in a SLS design
earthquake (1/25 years). This damage is substantially lower than that of a ULS design earthquake
(1/1000 years) as the onset of liquefaction is anticipated to be triggered in seismic events with return
periods of 1/200 years or greater.
Once liquefied, lateral spread could result in displacements in the order of 100’s of millimetres to a few
metres depending on the level of seismic shaking and would be sufficient to damage the existing and new
stopbanks over a considerable length. Damage could be expected to occur in the form of cracking of the
berm or stopbank, slumping of the stopbank, and failure of flood or retaining wall elements. For the
sections of stopbank within the fault rupture zone these failure mechanisms are likely to be considerably
more severe compared to the sections of stopbank outside the rupture zone.
Additional work should be carried out to refine the damage and service levels for different seismic cases
during detailed design phase of the project.
The proposed design standards for different reaches of the Riverlink project are given below. The
distances and lengths of various stopbank sections are approximates only and will need to be refined in
the subsequent design phases of the project.
SR0440 to SR0350
Where the stopbank Form 1 footprint can be accommodated, this option will be used to maximise
continuity of the stopbank sections and will enable faster remediation following a damaging earthquake
event. This section of stopbank intersects the Wellington Fault (see Appendix A for indicative location of
fault lines). The stopbank body will be designed for a 1/25 year design earthquake. This stopbank will
incorporate geogrid reinforcement. Reinforcement will improve the seismic performance and reduce
cracking of the stopbank. Note: the geogrid reinforcement will not prevent settlement or lateral movement
of the stopbank in earthquakes that triggers liquefaction and lateral spread (i.e. 1/200 year events or
greater).
SR0350 to SR0310
Where the stopbank Form 1 footprint can be accommodated, this option will be used. This section of the
stopbank is away from the fault rupture zone of the Wellington Fault. This stopbank will not be designed
for seismic loads. This section will be designed and constructed as per previous designs (Strand Park
and Ava Rail stopbank, Boulcott/Hutt stopbank) and will not incorporate geogrid reinforcement, except
where it is in contact with structures. For sections of this reach which cannot accommodate the standard
stopbank footprint, Form 2 designs (i.e. stopbank in contact with or including structures) will be used. The
retaining walls / MSE walls incorporated in the Form 2 designs will comply with Beca’s Seismic Design
Criteria (SLS event 1/25 years, ULS event 1/1000 years). Where Form 2 is used the stopbank will include
geogrid reinforcement and will be designed for a 1/25 year seismic event. Note: for a design event that
triggers liquefaction (i.e. 1/200 years or greater), the stopbank body will experience settlement, lateral
movement and cracking.
SL0500 to SL0390
Where the stopbank Form 1 footprint can be accommodated, this option will be used. This section of the
stopbank is away from the fault rupture zone of the Wellington Fault. This stopbank will not be designed
for seismic loads. This section will be designed and constructed as per previous designs (Strand Park
and Ava Rail stopbank, Boulcott/Hutt stopbank) and will not incorporate geogrid reinforcement, except
where it is in contact with structures. For sections of this reach which cannot accommodate the standard
stopbank footprint, Form 2 designs (i.e. stopbank in contact with or including structures) will be used. The
retaining walls / MSE walls incorporated in the Form 2 designs will comply with Beca’s Seismic Design
Criteria (SLS event 1/25 years, ULS event 1/1000 years). Where Form 2 is used the stopbank will include
geogrid reinforcement and will be designed for a 1/25 year seismic event. Note: for a design event that
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triggers liquefaction (i.e. 1/200 years or greater), the stopbank body will experience settlement, lateral
movement and cracking.
SL0390 to SL0340 (Promenade Reach)
Where Form 3 designs are considered (Daly Street Promenade Structure), designs will also comply with
Beca’s Seismic Design Criteria (SLS event 1/25 years, ULS event 1/1000 years). As the stopbank areas
are tied into adjoining structures, ground improvement should be incorporated to enable the stopbank to
satisfy ULS seismic design criteria (1/1000 years). The extent of ground improvement will extend
underneath any retaining walls / MSE walls and the full width of the stopbank body. Form 3 sections will
also incorporate geogrid reinforcement within the stopbank body.
SL0340 to SL0320
Form 2 designs (i.e. stopbank in contact with or including structures) will be used. The retaining walls /
MSE walls incorporated in the Form 2 designs will comply with Beca’s Seismic Design Criteria (SLS event
1/25 years, ULS event 1/1000 years). Where Form 2 is used the stopbank will include geogrid
reinforcement and will be designed for a 1/25 year seismic event. Note: for a design event that triggers
liquefaction (i.e. 1/200 years or greater), the stopbank body will experience settlement, lateral movement
and cracking.
For All Sections
GWRC will need to ensure contingency plans are in place and, following a major earthquake, stopbank
inspections should be undertaken and repair of damaged sections carried out in a timely manner.
The specific locations for the above forms are to be confirmed in the subsequent design stages of the
Riverlink Project.

8. Limitations
This memorandum has been prepared within limited time and is based on readily available information
and brief analysis as well as our previous experience with assessment of seismic risks to the Hutt River
stopbanks. A more detailed consideration of the seismic performance of the stopbanks and associated
structures and of the design philosophy for the project should be carried out at the detailed design stage
when structural design solutions, types of ground improvement and associated costs become known.
Where the seismic performance of the stopbanks is governed by the Wellington Fault rupture, large
ground deformation is expected and little can be done to improve seismic behaviour of the stopbanks.
However, geogrid reinforcement within the body of the stopbanks may help to reduce their deformation
and cracking of the stopbanks.
As stated in this memorandum, the stopbanks and associated structures within the extent of the project
are expected to be affected by liquefaction, lateral spreading (in an earthquake with return periods of
1/200 years or greater) and possibly fault rupture (of the Wellington Fault). There are always substantial
uncertainties associated with assessment of the magnitudes of lateral spreading, modes of fault rupture
and deformation levels within the secondary rupture zone.
The damage levels, potential modes of deformation / failure of the stopbanks and repair methods
described in this memorandum are indicative only. More detailed damage assessment for different
sections of the stopbanks and associated structures should be carried out at the detailed design stage.
According to studies by GNS, ground subsidence of the order of 0.8 to 1.2 m can be expected in the
Lower Hutt Valley in the next major event on the Wellington Fault. The effects of the ground subsidence
associated with Wellington Fault movement were not considered in this memorandum. The subsidence
will result in a reduction of the current flood protection level in the affected area due to subsidence of the
land in relation to mean sea level, with tidal effects reaching further inland and causing higher flood
levels. The subsidence would reduce the relative height difference between flood levels and the
stopbanks and reduce the level of protection provided by the stopbanks.
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Appendix A – Indicative Location of Fault Lines
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Appendix B
Preliminary cost estimates & risk registers

Riverlink Project
Company: Opus
Damwatch, Opus, Boffa etc)

Date of
Estimate:
June 2017

(eg:

Work Package: Stopbank
River Channel, Stopbank, Landscape etc)

(eg:

Description

Units

Quantity

Rate

Unit Total

Totals

Comments / Assumptions

Scope statement - this work package consists of preliminary design of the new stopbanks on both banks of the Hutt River between Ewen Bridge and
NOTE: 1. Estimate in relation to services relocation is included in a separate schedule.
2. Escalation occurring between preparation of estimate and
construction has not been included.
Preliminary and General
P&G (includes establishment, legal survey, insurances, contingency)

$2,088,000
%

1

REACH 1: Rightbank – Ewen Bridge to ex. Melling Bridge
Temporary Works

$7,359,000
$226,000

Supply, erect, maintain & remove safety fence

m

2,450

$22

$53,900

Form, maintain & remove haul road on completion
Temporary stopbank
Temporary traffic management including pedestrian access
Dust and eronsion control and temporary drainage

LS
m
LS
LS

1
270
1
1

$60,000
$250
$15,000
$30,000

$60,000
$67,500
$15,000
$30,000

Stopbank Construction
Removal of existing residential/commerical foundations and backfilling
foundation.

Assume 15% of stopbank construction cost excluding P&G, services
relocation, geotech investigations and engineering services.

$2,088,300

15%

Assume safety fence along both sides of each of LB & RB
stopbanks.

$7,133,000
Approx. 93% Reach 1 and 7% Reach 4 according to areas affected
(buildings). None in Reaches 2 & 3. Excludes demolition of
buildings. Assumed 20% contaminated land disposal.

1

$2,420,000

m2

6,250

$10

$62,500

m2

24,400

$5

$122,000

Cut to waste from existing stopbanks

m3

5,800

$12

$69,600

Cut to fill from existing stopbanks
Cut to fill from river berms

m3
m3

32,790
44,500

$15
$15

$491,850
$667,500

Place river gravels from stockpile (sourced from river channel within
project area)

m3

-

$10

$0

Supply and place Class A materials on stopbank face
Supply and place Class A materials at stopbank toe and below, including
excavation
Respread topsoil from stockpile (includes seed mix)

m3

15,200

$30

$456,000

m3

13,500

$35

$472,500

Assume typical 10m wide x 1m depth along entire length.

m2

24,400

$5

$122,000

Includes seed mix

Supply and spread imported topsoil (150mm thick) (includes seed mix)

m2

17,200

$12

$206,400

Includes seed mix

m

700

$950

$665,000

Assume inclusion of geogrid at SR0370 to SR0440 (Reach 1) &
SR0440 to SR0480 (Reach 2) within fault rupture zone; typical
stopbank of 4m height and 30m width, geogrid at 0.5m vertical
intervals.

Access ramps Block Road Ramp (SR 420)

m2

2,090

$80

$167,200

Footpath 2m wide along stopbank crest

m2

-

$45

$0

Retaining walls e.g. MSE gabion walls, MSE Terramesh walls, timber pole
walls, etc.

m2

800

$1,200

$960,000

LS

1.0

$250,000

$250,000

Removal & disposal of hard surfaces including pavement and asphalts
under stopbank footprint (excludes properties)
Strip topsoil and stockpile on site

Inclusion of geogrid within stopbank (per metre run of stopbank).

Ground improvement (Provisional)

LS

$2,420,000

REACH 2: Rightbank – ex. Melling Bridge north
Temporary Works
m

1,350

$22

$29,700

Form, maintain & remove haul road on completion
Temporary stopbank
Temporary traffic management including pedestrian access
Dust and eronsion control and temporary drainage

LS
m
LS
LS

1
180
1
1

$40,000
$250
$10,000
$20,000

$40,000
$45,000
$10,000
$20,000

Stopbank Construction

Removal & disposal of hard surfaces including pavement and asphalts
under stopbank footprint (excludes properties)
Strip topsoil and stockpile on site

Approx 15000m3 from river channel available. Assume not to used
for stopbank construction. Maybe used for provisional toe drains.

Assume 2m wide, entire length, sealed. As part of the premininary
design report comments, GW confirmed that Boffa have included in
their estimate the cost of footpaths. Therefore, this item (footpath)
is removed from this Opus estimate.
Face area obtained from 12d model. Excludes promenade retaining
wall at Daly Street (covered by Beca).
Provisional ground improvement to mitigate liquefaction at wall
sites.

$2,038,000
$145,000

Supply, erect, maintain & remove safety fence

Removal of existing residential/commerical foundations and backfilling
foundation.

15% wastage from existing stopbank; volumes obtained from 12d
Model.
85% existing stopbank; volumes obtained from 12d Model.

Assume safety fence along both sides of each of LB & RB
stopbanks.

$1,893,000

8
LS

1

$0

$0

m2

1,100

$10

$11,000

m2

6,000

$5

$30,000

Approx. 93% Reach 1 and 7% Reach 4 according to areas affected
(buildings). None in Reaches 2 & 3. Excludes demolition of
buildings. Assumed 20% contaminated land disposal.

15% wastage from existing stopbank; volumes obtained from 12d
Model.
85% existing stopbank; volumes obtained from 12d Model.

Cut to waste from existing stopbanks

m3

950

$12

$11,400

Cut to fill from existing stopbanks
Cut to fill from river berms

m3
m3

5,400
9,400

$15
$15

$81,000
$141,000

Place river gravels from stockpile (sourced from river channel within
project area)

m3

-

$10

$0

Supply and place Class A materials on stopbank face
Supply and place Class A materials at stopbank toe and below, including
excavation
Respread topsoil from stockpile (includes seed mix)

m3

3,560

$30

$106,800

m3

5,500

$35

$192,500

m2

6,000

$5

$30,000

Includes seed mix

Supply and spread imported topsoil (150mm thick) (includes seed mix)

m2

3,250

$12

$39,000

Includes seed mix

m

400

$950

$380,000

Access ramps

m2

-

$80

$0

Footpath 2m wide along stopbank crest

m2

-

$45

$0

Retaining walls e.g. MSE gabion walls, MSE Terramesh walls, timber pole
walls, etc.

m2

600

$1,200

$720,000

LS

1.0

$150,000

$150,000

Inclusion of geogrid within stopbank (per metre run of stopbank).

Ground improvement (Provisional)

Approx 15000m3 from river channel available. Assume not to used
for stopbank construction. Maybe used for provisional toe drains.

Assume typical 10m wide x 1m depth along entire length.

Assume inclusion of geogrid at SR0370 to SR0440 (Reach 1) &
SR0440 to SR0480 (Reach 2) within fault rupture zone; typical
stopbank of 4m height and 30m width, geogrid at 0.5m vertical
intervals.
Assume 2m wide, entire length, sealed. As part of the premininary
design report comments, GW confirmed that Boffa have included in
their estimate the cost of footpaths. Therefore, this item (footpath)
is removed from this Opus estimate.
Face area obtained from 12d model. Excludes promenade retaining
wall at Daly Street (covered by Beca).
Provisional ground improvement to mitigate liquefaction at wall
sites.

REACH 3: Leftbank – Ewen Bridge to ex. Melling Bridge
Temporary Works

$2,794,000
$226,000

Supply, erect, maintain & remove safety fence

m

2,450

$22

$53,900

Form, maintain & remove haul road on completion
Temporary stopbank
Temporary traffic management including pedestrian access
Dust and eronsion control and temporary drainage

LS
m
LS
LS

1
270
1
1

$60,000
$250
$15,000
$30,000

$60,000
$67,500
$15,000
$30,000

Stopbank Construction
Removal of existing residential/commerical foundations and backfilling
foundation.

Assume safety fence along both sides of each of LB & RB
stopbanks.

$2,568,000
Approx. 93% Reach 1 and 7% Reach 4 according to areas affected
(buildings). None in Reaches 2 & 3. Excludes demolition of
buildings. Assumed 20% contaminated land disposal.

LS

1

$0

$0

m2

12,565

$10

$125,650

m2

17,100

$5

$85,500

Cut to waste from existing stopbanks

m3

5,030

$12

$60,360

Cut to fill from existing stopbanks
Cut to fill from river berms

m3
m3

28,450
27,310

$15
$15

$426,750
$409,650

Place river gravels from stockpile (sourced from river channel within
project area)

m3

-

$10

$0

Supply and place Class A materials on stopbank face
Supply and place Class A materials at stopbank toe and below, including
excavation
Respread topsoil from stockpile (includes seed mix)

m3

13,980

$30

$419,400

m3

12,100

$35

$423,500

m2

17,100

$5

$85,500

Includes seed mix

Supply and spread imported topsoil (150mm thick) (includes seed mix)

m2

10,100

$12

$121,200

Includes seed mix

m

-

$950

$0

Access ramps - Queen Street Ramp (SL410)

m2

810

$80

$64,800

Footpath 2m wide along stopbank crest

m2

-

$45

$0

Retaining walls e.g. MSE gabion walls, MSE Terramesh walls, timber pole
walls, etc.

m2

230

$1,200

$276,000

LS

1.0

$70,000

$70,000

Removal & disposal of hard surfaces including pavement and asphalts
under stopbank footprint (excludes properties)
Strip topsoil and stockpile on site

Inclusion of geogrid within stopbank (per metre run of stopbank).

Ground improvement (Provisional)
REACH 4: Leftbank – ex. Melling Bridge to Mills Street
Temporary Works

Approx 15000m3 from river channel available. Assume not to used
for stopbank construction. Maybe used for provisional toe drains.

Assume typical 10m wide x 1m depth along entire length.

Assume inclusion of geogrid at SR0370 to SR0440 (Reach 1) &
SR0440 to SR0480 (Reach 2) within fault rupture zone; typical
stopbank of 4m height and 30m width, geogrid at 0.5m vertical
intervals.
Assume 2m wide, entire length, sealed. As part of the premininary
design report comments, GW confirmed that Boffa have included in
their estimate the cost of footpaths. Therefore, this item (footpath)
is removed from this Opus estimate.
Face area obtained from 12d model. Excludes promenade retaining
wall at Daly Street (covered by Beca).
Provisional ground improvement to mitigate liquefaction at wall
sites.

$1,731,000
$146,000

Supply, erect, maintain & remove safety fence

m

1,400

$22

$30,800

Form, maintain & remove haul road on completion
Temporary stopbank
Temporary traffic management including pedestrian access
Dust and eronsion control and temporary drainage

LS
m
LS
LS

1
180
1
1

$40,000
$250
$10,000
$20,000

$40,000
$45,000
$10,000
$20,000

Stopbank Construction
Removal of existing residential/commerical foundations and backfilling
foundation.

15% wastage from existing stopbank; volumes obtained from 12d
Model.
85% existing stopbank; volumes obtained from 12d Model.

Assume safety fence along both sides of each of LB & RB
stopbanks.

$1,585,000
Approx. 93% Reach 1 and 7% Reach 4 according to areas affected
(buildings). None in Reaches 2 & 3. Excludes demolition of
buildings. Assumed 20% contaminated land disposal.

1

$180,000

$180,000

m2

2,085

$10

$20,850

m2

14,500

$5

$72,500

Cut to waste from existing stopbanks

m3

2,830

$12

$33,960

Cut to fill from existing stopbanks
Cut to fill from river berms

m3
m3

16,010
14,980

$15
$15

$240,150
$224,700

Place river gravels from stockpile (sourced from river channel within
project area)

m3

-

$10

$0

Supply and place Class A materials on stopbank face
Supply and place Class A materials at stopbank toe and below, including
excavation
Respread topsoil from stockpile (includes seed mix)

m3

8,100

$30

$243,000

m3

7,400

$35

$259,000

m2

14,500

$5

$72,500

Includes seed mix

Supply and spread imported topsoil (150mm thick) (includes seed mix)

m2

7,400

$12

$88,800

Includes seed mix

m

-

$950

$0

Access ramps

m2

-

$80

$0

Footpath 2m wide along stopbank crest

m2

-

$45

$0

Retaining walls e.g. MSE gabion walls, MSE Terramesh walls, timber pole
walls, etc.

m2

100

$1,200

$120,000

LS

1.0

$30,000

$30,000

Removal & disposal of hard surfaces including pavement and asphalts
under stopbank footprint (excludes properties)
Strip topsoil and stockpile on site

Inclusion of geogrid within stopbank (per metre run of stopbank).

Ground improvement (Provisional)

LS

15% wastage from existing stopbank; volumes obtained from 12d
Model.
85% existing stopbank; volumes obtained from 12d Model.

Approx 15000m3 from river channel available. Assume not to used
for stopbank construction. Maybe used for provisional toe drains.

Assume typical 10m wide x 1m depth along entire length.

Assume inclusion of geogrid at SR0370 to SR0440 (Reach 1) &
SR0440 to SR0480 (Reach 2) within fault rupture zone; typical
stopbank of 4m height and 30m width, geogrid at 0.5m vertical
intervals.
Assume 2m wide, entire length, sealed. As part of the premininary
design report comments, GW confirmed that Boffa have included in
their estimate the cost of footpaths. Therefore, this item (footpath)
is removed from this Opus estimate.
Face area obtained from 12d model. Excludes promenade retaining
wall at Daly Street (covered by Beca).
Provisional ground improvement to mitigate liquefaction at wall
sites.

`
Services Relocation
services relocation: refer to the separate schedule of estimate.
Site Investigations
Geotechnical site investigations (Incl. boreholes, CPTs, trial pits, fault
treches, geophysics & mapping).
Engineering Services
Detailed design, engineering input for consenting & project
documentation
Project implementation (incl. contract management, construction
monitoring and supervision)

$250,000
LS

1

$250,000

%

1

9%

$1,253,000

%

1

4%

$557,000

Exclude site investigations for Daly Street retaining wall which is
designed by Beca. Any site investigations required for this wall will
be included in Beca's estimate.

$250,000

$1,810,000
9% of stopbank construction cost excluding P&G, services
relocation, geotech investigations and engg services.
Assume 4% of stopbank construction cost excluding P&G, services
relocation, geotech investigations and engg services.

$18,070,000

TOTAL (Base Estimate)
Range
Optimistic
(-20% of
base
estimate)

Most Likely
(Base
Estimate)

Pessimistic
(30% of base Probable accuracy: -20 % to +30 % (High risk, unknowns, missing items, scope ambiguity,
estimate) design changes)

$ 14,456,000 $ 18,070,000 $ 23,491,000
Excludes Services Relocation

Riverlink Project
Company: Opus
Work Package: Stopbank (Services Relocation Only)
Description

(eg: Damwatch, Opus, Boffa etc)

Units

Date of Estimate: 8 June 2017
(eg: River Channel, Stopbank, Landscape etc)

Quantity

Rate

Unit Total

Totals

Comments / Assumptions

Scope statement - this work package consists of preliminary design of the new stopbanks on both banks of the Hutt River between
NOTE: 1. Estimate in relation to other components of stopbanks is included in a separate schedule.
2. Escalation occurring between preparation of estimate and construction has not been included.
REACH 1: Rightbank – Ewen Bridge to ex. Melling Bridge
Services Relocation

$19,227,000

Chorus

LS

1

$682,000

$682,000

Stormwater

LS

1

$3,592,500

$3,592,500

Water Supply
Wastewater

LS
LS

1
1

$0
$0

$0
$0

Wastewater

LS

1

$8,200,000

$8,200,000

Powerco

LS

1

$2,100,000

$2,100,000

Vodafone

LS

1

$7,600

$7,600

Based upon Service providers data. Split into individual hot
spot areas. Assumes Melling Bridge remains until new
bridge is available to transfer services.

Wellington Electricity (Pessimistic)

LS

1

$4,632,300

$4,632,300

Based upon a given $500/m rate for existing asset lengths.
Assumes all substations are relocated and Melling Bridge
remains until new bridge is available to transfer services.

HCC Fibre

LS

1

$0

$0

LINZ

LS

1

$12,500

$12,500

Chorus

LS

1

$682,000

$682,000

Stormwater

LS

1

$3,592,500

$3,592,500

Water Supply
Wastewater

LS
LS

1
1

$0
$0

$0
$0

Wastewater

LS

1

$0

$0

Powerco

LS

1

$350,000

$350,000

Vodafone

LS

1

$7,600

$7,600

Based upon Service providers data. Split into individual hot
spot areas. Assumes Melling Bridge remains until new
bridge is available to transfer services.

Wellington Electricity

LS

1

$1,417,200

$1,417,200

Based upon a given $500/m rate for existing asset lengths.
Assumes all substations are relocated and Melling Bridge
remains until new bridge is available to transfer services.

HCC Fibre

LS

1

$0

$0

LINZ

LS

1

$12,500

$12,500

Chorus

LS

1

$332,500

$332,500

Stormwater

LS

1

$3,592,500

$3,592,500

Water Supply
Wastewater
Wastewater

LS
LS
LS

1
1
1

$0
$0
$450,000

$0
$0
$450,000

Powerco

LS

1

$2,800,000

$2,800,000

Vodafone

LS

1

$92,200

$92,200

Based upon Service providers data. Split into individual hot
spot areas. Assumes Melling Bridge remains until new
bridge is available to transfer services.

Wellington Electricity

LS

1

$3,109,300

$3,109,300

Based upon a given $500/m rate for existing asset lengths.
Assumes all substations are relocated and Melling Bridge
remains until new bridge is available to transfer services.

HCC Fibre

LS

1

$2,242,500

$2,242,500

LINZ

LS

1

$12,500

$12,500

Chorus

LS

1

$228,000

$228,000

Stormwater

LS

1

$3,592,500

$3,592,500

Water Supply
Wastewater

LS
LS

1
1

$0
$0

$0
$0

Wastewater

LS

1

$0

$0

Powerco

LS

1

$1,750,000

$1,750,000

Vodafone

LS

1

$7,600

$7,600

Based upon Service providers data. Split into individual hot
spot areas. Assumes Melling Bridge remains until new
bridge is available to transfer services.

Wellington Electricity

LS

1

$1,417,200

$1,417,200

Based upon a given $500/m rate for existing asset lengths.
Assumes all substations are relocated and Melling Bridge
remains until new bridge is available to transfer services.

HCC Fibre

LS

1

$0

$0

LINZ

LS

1

$12,500

$12,500

REACH 2: Rightbank – ex. Melling Bridge north
Services Relocation

Based upon Service providers data. Split into hot spot areas.
Figure direct from GHD report. Includes Water, Wastewater
and Stormwater.
Included in GHD report.
Included in GHD report.
Figure direct from MWH report - Western Hills Main Sewer
Relocation.
Based upon Service providers data. Single lump sum figure.
Assumes Melling Bridge remains until new bridge is
available to transfer services.

Based upon Engineering Judgement. Single lump sum figure,
Includes Fibre and CCTV.
Based upon Service providers data. Split into specific
sections.

$6,062,000

REACH 3: Leftbank – Ewen Bridge to ex. Melling Bridge
Services Relocation

Based upon Service providers data. Split into hot spot areas.
Figure direct from GHD report. Includes Water, Wastewater
and Stormwater.
Included in GHD report.
Included in GHD report.
Figure direct from MWH report - Western Hills Main Sewer
Relocation.
Based upon Service providers data. Single lump sum figure.
Assumes Melling Bridge remains until new bridge is
available to transfer services.

Based upon Engineering Judgement. Single lump sum figure,
Includes Fibre and CCTV.
Based upon Service providers data. Split into specific
sections.

$12,632,000

REACH 4: Leftbank – ex. Melling Bridge to Mills Street
Services Relocation

Based upon Service providers data. Split into hot spot areas.
Figure direct from GHD report. Includes Water, Wastewater
and Stormwater.
Included in GHD report.
Included in GHD report.
Additional $450k for Nothern length.
Based upon Service providers data. Single lump sum figure.
Assumes Melling Bridge remains until new bridge is
available to transfer services.

Late figure included ( Additional $742,500)
Based upon Service providers data. Split into specific
sections.

$7,008,000
Based upon Service providers data. Split into hot spot areas.
Figure direct from GHD report. Includes Water, Wastewater
and Stormwater.
Included in GHD report.
Included in GHD report.
Figure direct from MWH report - Western Hills Main Sewer
Relocation.
Based upon Service providers data. Single lump sum figure.
Assumes Melling Bridge remains until new bridge is
available to transfer services.

Based upon Engineering Judgement. Single lump sum figure,
Includes Fibre and CCTV.
Based upon Service providers data. Split into specific
sections.

$44,929,000

TOTAL (Base Estimate)
Range
Optimistic
(-25% of
base
estimate)

Most Likely Pessimistic
(Base
(25% of base Probable accuracy: -25 % to +25 % (High risk, unknowns, missing items, scope
estimate) ambiguity, design changes)
Estimate)

$33,697,000 $44,929,000 $56,161,000
Excludes Other Componets of Stopbanks

Riverlink Project - Stopbanks (Excludes Services Relocation)
Risk Register (eg design risk & assumptions, opportunities, site risks, unknowns etc)

Description of Risk
1 Change of stopbank alignment and/or extent

Cause
GWRC’s considerations / decisions.
Alternative design using flood wall to eliminate
stopbanks (e.g. upstream end of the right bank
stopbanks)
2 Uncertainty in the amount of strengthening (e.g. geogrid reinforcement) / ground Uncertainty in ground conditions (e.g. fault location
improvement required for stopbanks
and soil strengths) due lack of geotechnical
investigations and assessment.

Consequence
Change (increase/decrease) in construction cost

5 Uncertainty of material suitability (assumption of 85% suitability of the existing

Lack of site investigations.

6 Flooding during stopbank construction

Heavy rainfall after removal of the existing

Change in the amount of cut to waste materials.
If there is less suitable fill from existing stopbank materials,
more river berm materials (which is in surplus) will be used
for the new stopbank.
Temporary stopbank will be required during construction.
In case of any flooding, it has been assumed that GWRC
will take out insurance for any flood damage with the
excess met by the Contractor in the event of a flood below
the threshold value. The level of flood set as a trigger point
will need to be set with input from GWRC and based on
previous stopbank contracts (e.g. Hutt/Boulcott stopbanks).

7 Change in wall/stopbank design at Marsden Street

Potential conflicts between stopbank/retaining wall
and pump station/substation.
Alternative flood wall option to be considered.
Alternative flood wall option which is more resilient
and cost effective than the current design is
recommended to be considered.

Change in wall/stopbank design.

Locations to be confirmed during detailed design.

Changes in stopbank alignment / geometry.

Change (increase/decrease) in construction cost
(Provisional $1.14M has been included in the estimate to
allow for inclusion of geogrid on the right bank within fault
rupture zone).
3 Uncertainty in the amount of ground improvement required at wall sites to ensure The potential for and extent of liquefiable ground is Change (increase/decrease) in construction cost
no collapse (no threat to life) due liquefaction.
uncertain due to lack of geotechnical investigations (Provisional sum of $500,000 has been included in the
and assessment.
estimate for ground improvement at wall sites).
Wall type(s) and wall location/extent have not been
confirmed.
4 Change in material compositions of the stopbank
Variable ground and groundwater conditions will
Change (increase/decrease) in construction cost due to the

8 Change in wall design upstream of the Melling Bridge (wall on the riverside)

9 Location of access ramps and floodgate may change

10 Melling Interchange location not yet confirmed.

11 Removal of remaining building foundations prior to stopbank construction.

Change (increase/decrease) in construction cost.
Change in wall/stopbank design. Change
(increase/decrease) in construction cost.

Change in construction cost.
NZTA has not confirmed the location of the Melling This may cause changes in stopbank alignment /
Interchange, which is still in concept design stage. geometry. Change in construction cost.

It is unknown at this stage whether there are
remaining building foundations after demolition of
buildings within the stopbank footprint.

Change (increase/decrease) in construction cost
(allowance of $2.6M has been included in the estimate).

Riverlink Project - Services Relocation
Risk Register (eg design risk & assumptions, opportunities, site risks, unknowns etc)

Service
1 General
2 General

Description of Risk
Timing of Melling Bridge replacement.
Position of Melling Bridge replacement.

3 General
4 General
5 General

Continued use of the existing bridge.
Uncertainty regarding future service requirements.
Extent of demolition work along western bank.

6 General

Exact final position of Stopbank may influence service routes.

7 General

Confirmation of the availability of the 5m service strip.

8 General

Ability of Services providers to work together.

9 General

Uncertain Service requirements on a strategic level

Cause
Unforeseen delays
Longer time to decide position
Cannot construction with existing bridge in the
way.
Lack of detailed design available.
Lack of detailed design available.
Detailed design still needs to consider potential
opportunities.

Consequence
Increased construction cost for other service runs.
Increase in lengths of services required.

Temporary services provision required.
Increased cost
Increased cost associated with service terminations.
Opportunity to reduce costs by maintaining services
position.
Opportunity to reduce costs by ensuring trenching in
Lack of certainty of the availability of service strip. carried out within provided strip.
Lack of certainty of the agreements necessary to
enable Service providers to use same trench.
Opportunity to have trench serve a number of services.
Uncertainty surrounding the Daly Street approach
to services.
Opportunity to simplify services approach to centre.
Lack of confirmation regarding ability for services
to be included within service road.
Opportunity to simplify services approach to centre.
Uncertainty regarding sequence obridge
Increased cost if temporary service arrangements need to
construction.
be installed.
Uncertainty regarding extent of demolition.
Increased cost associated with service terminations.

10 General

Availability of Daly Street service tunnel for services relocation.

11 Chorus
12 Chorus

Melling Bridge position. Large Fibre cable contained within existing bridge.
Pharazyn Street - Demolitions

13 Chorus
14 Chorus
15 Chorus

Uncertainty regarding Marsden Street realignment.
Daly Street - No significant issues raised.
Northern area on Eastern bank - No significant issues raised.
Marsden Street - Realignment of 100mm water main - No significant issues
raised.

Uncertainty associated with extent of realignment. Increased cost associated with increased service lengths.
No services currently present
Increased cost associated with new requirement.
Services are straight forward to relocate.
Increased cost associated with unforeseen difficulties.
Services are straight forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated with unforeseen difficulties.

Daly Street - Realignment of 100mm water main. No significant issues raised.
Southern High St and Queens Drive - 300mm water main relocation. No
significant issues raised.
Pharazyn Street - Realignment of 100mm water main. No significant issues
raised.

Services are straight forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated with unforeseen difficulties.

Services are straight forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated with unforeseen difficulties.

Services are straight forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated with unforeseen difficulties.

Mill Street - Termination of service main.
Replacement and upgrade of Stormwater outlets - true left.
Replacement and upgrade of Stormwater outlets - true right.
Marsden Street - Pumping station may need replacement should a retaining
wall not be sufficient.
Marsden Street - Realingnment of 450mm stormwater main
Marsden Street - Realignment of 300mm sewer.
Southern High St and Queens Drive - 300mm sewer relocation
Pharazyn Street and Marsden Street - 300mm sewer relocation

Termination point not defined.
More detailed survey required.
More detailed survey required.

Route design is still in preliminary stage.
Melling Bridge - Significant effect on the east/west network balance. Assumes
network can continue while second bridge is built.
Marsden Street - Main needs to be relocated along road. Uncertainty regarding
demolition extent.
Daly Street - No significant issues raised.
Pharazyn Street - Uncertainty regarding extent of demolition and availability of
service strip.
Eastern bank - A number of mains require moving, some could remain
depending on exact extent of work.

Uncertainty of route.
Uncertainty about retaining Melling Bridge whilst
new bridge is constructed.

Increased cost associated with increased service lengths.
Increased cost associated with unforeseen difficulties.
Increased cost associated with unforeseen difficulties.
Increased cost associated with relocated station.
Opportunity if retaining wall can be constructed.
Increased cost associated with increased length.
Increased cost associated with increased length.
Increased cost associated with increased length.
Increased cost associated with increased length.
Increased cost associated with unforeseen difficulties.
Opportunity associated with existing asset.
Increased costs associated with temporary service
arrangements.

16 Water
17 Water
18 Water
19 Water
20 Water
21 Stormwater
22 Stormwater
23
24
25
26
27

Stormwater
Stormwater
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer

28 Trunk Sewer
29 PowerCo
30 PowerCo
31 PowerCo
32 PowerCo
33 PowerCo
34 Vodafone
35 Vodafone
36 Vodafone
37 Vodafone
38 Welectricity
39 Welectricity
40 Welectricity
41 LINZ
42 HCC Fibre

Narrow pinch point on road realignment.
Narrow pinch point on road realignment.
Narrow pinch point on road realignment.
Uncertainty regarding route.
Uncertainty regarding route.

Narrow pinch point on road realignment.
Services are straight forward to relocate.

Increased cost associated with increased length.
Increased cost associated with unforeseen difficulties.
Opportunity to reduce costs by ensuring trenching in
Lack of certainty of the availability of service strip. carried out within provideed strip.
Detailed design still needs to consider potential
Opportunity to reduce costs by maintaining services
opportunities.
position.
Increased cost due to Telephony cabinet by cemetery
Uncertainty regarding Marsden Street realignment.
Uncertainty regarding realignment extent.
may need to be moved.
Marsden Street (57-79) - Relocation of Telephony and
Marsden Street (57-79)
Uncertainty regarding realignment extent.
HFC in btrench.
Pharazyn Street - Termination of services - assumes ducting can remain.
Uncertainty regarding extent of demolition.
Increased cost associated with increased length.
Melling Bridge - Assumes cables can be laid in bridge duct and only minor
Uncertainty about retaining Melling Bridge whilst Increased costs associated with temporary service
trenching either side.
new bridge is constructed.
arrangements.
Uncertainty associated with exact extent of
Increased costs associated with station relocation.
Rutherford Street - Substation.
stopbank.
Opportunity to modify stopbank to retain substation.
Melling -Substation- Unlikely to be affected by Stopbank but seems to be in
Uncertainty associated with exact extent of
area of new Melling interchange.
interchange construction.
Increased costs associated with station relocation.
Marsden Street - Substation- Is likely to remain if a retaining wall is used at this Uncertainty associated with exact extent of
Increased costs associated with station relocation.
point.
stopbank.
Opportunity to modify stopbank to retain substation.
Uncertainty of full survey requirement. Approximate estimate made.
Uncertainty about full extent of existing marks.
Increased costs regarding a larger requirement.
HCC Fibre. Approximate estimate made.
Uncertainty about full extent of requirementss.
Increased costs regarding increased requirement.

DRAWINGS
 Stopbank Design Plan Layout
(9 sheets, Drg nos. RiverLink-SB-DWG-4001-4009_REV-B)
 Stopbank Cross Sections
(6 sheets, Drg nos. RiverLink-SB-DWG-4010-4015_REV-A)
 Existing Services Plan
(19 sheets, Drg nos. RiverLink-SB-DWG-4020-4038_REV-D)
 Proposed Services Plan
(10 sheets, Drg nos. RiverLink-SB-DWG-4040-4050_REV-A)
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